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ABSTRACT
Interior Point Optimization of Low-Thrust Spacecraft Trajectories
Jordan Daniel Frederiksen

Low-thrust interplanetary spacecraft trajectory optimization poses a uniquely difficult
problem to solve because of the inherent nonlinearities of the dynamics and constraints
as well as the large size of the search space of possible solutions. Tools currently exist
that optimize low-thrust interplanetary trajectories, but these tools are rarely openly
available to the public, and when they are available they require multiple interfaces
between multiple different packages. The goal of this work is to present a new piece
of low-thrust interplanetary spacecraft trajectory optimization software that is opensource and entirely self-contained so that more people can have access to the ability
to design interplanetary trajectories.
To achieve this goal, a gradient-descent based nonlinear programming method,
called the interior point method, was used. The nonlinear programming method
was chosen so that results from this work could be compared and contrasted with
results from Spacecraft Trajectory Optimization Suite (STOpS), which uses heuristics
to iterate towards a solution. Interior point methods are popular because of their
ability to handle large amounts of equality and inequality constraints, which is a
characteristic that is valuable for low-thrust interplanetary spacecraft trajectories.
The software developed, Interior Point Optimizer (IP Optimizer), was then validated
against test cases with known solutions to ensure that the software delivered the
intended results. Lastly, a constraint satisfaction, a minimum-time, and a maximumfinal-mass optimization problem were solved and compared with literature to illustrate
the advantages of IP Optimizer and the methods it employs.
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For the constraint satisfaction problem, IP Optimizer was able to find a solution
that exactly satisfied the desired terminal constraints whereas STOpS had an error of
2.29 percent. In this case, IP Optimizer had a reduced runtime of 15 percent compared
to STOpS as well. When minimizing time for a spacecraft transfer, IP Optimizer
improved upon the solution found by STOpS by 5.3 percent. The speed of convergence
for IP Optimizer was almost twice as fast as STOpS for this case. These results show
that IP Optimizer is faster than STOpS at converging on a solution and the solution
it converges to has a better objective value and more accurately satisfies the terminal
constraints than STOpS. Lastly, the maximum-final-mass problem resulted in an
objective value that was only 0.5 percent lower than the value found in literature.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

This work intends to describe the different aspects of an interior point method that
uses collocation to discretize the dynamics. These techniques are then implemented
in the new tool called Interior Point Optimizer (IP Optimizer) and compared with a
previous tool called Spacecraft Trajectory Optimization Suite (STOpS). STOpS is a
piece of software that performs spacecraft trajectory optimization through a fundamentally different approach and solution method than IP Optimizer. This software
was developed at California Polytechnic State University in 2015 by Timothy Fitzgerald [9]. Since its creation, STOpS has been updated and modified to include many
more capablities, among which are B-Plane targeting, low-thrust capabilities, and
gravity assists. Also, because computer runtimes will be discussed in Chapter 5 and
Chapter 6, the specifics of the system used to achieve these times must be provided.
All of the runs performed in this work were done using an ASUS F510A laptop with
an Intel CORE i5 8th generation processor. This introductory chapter is meant to review the concepts that will be needed throughout later chapters, where these methods
are fully described.

1.1

Problem Statement

As more spacecraft begin using low-thrust, also known as nonimpulsive, propulsion
techniques to explore the solar system, it is critical that efficient trajectories are
developed that allow for a greater payload ratio and, therefore, a greater science
return than previous capabilities. Prior to the late 20th century, the primary method
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of traversing the solar system was to apply distinct impulsive burns at specifc points
along a spacecraft’s trajectory [19]. Low-thrust techniques use fuel more efficiently
at the expense of a longer time of flight, making them more suitable for robotics
missions rather than manned exploration [11]. Another distinct difference is that
low-thrust techniques increase the amount of control variables needed for designing
the trajectory because the throttle level and the direction of thrust must be decided
at many more points along the trajectory. For this reason, it is beneficial to be
capable of optimizing low-thrust trajectories to minimize some objective, typically
either time-of-flight or fuel usage.
The software currently available that achieves the previously stated objective is
often proprietary [21]. There are open-source tools that use metaheuristics to find
the solution, but there are no open-source tools that are gradient-based that also
include their own optimization routine. The tools that are available all require external libraries to be downloaded and interfaced with that outsource the optimization
process. Examples of these external libraries or packages are IPOPT, SNOPT, and
VF13AD [29][10][12]. Oftentimes, the process of obtaining and setting up the correct
packages is nontrivial and takes significant background knowledge in multiple programming languages [21]. The goal of this work is to develop an open-source tool
that uses its own optimization routine to produce an optimal control history for lowthrust trajectories that maximizes the final spacecraft mass (minimizes fuel used) or
minimizes the time-of-flight. This will be achieved using the programming language
Python because of its open-source nature and ease of use.
When discussing the performance of an optimization algorithm, it is helpful to
outline three main characteristics: robustness, efficiency, and accuracy. Robustness
is defined as the ability to perform well on a wide variety of problems, for many
reasonable values of the initial guess. Efficiency means that the algorithm should
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not require excessive computer runtime or storage. Lastly, accuracy means that
the algorithm should be able to identify a solution with precision, without being
sensitive to errors in the data or to the arithmetic rounding errors that occur when
the algorithm is implemented on a computer. These goals usually conflict with each
other, so some algorithms will be extremely accurate at the expense of one of the other
two criteria, for example. For the purposes of this work, only accuracy and efficiency
will be used as the standards by which IP Optimizer will be compared to STOpS.
Robustness was not observed because that would require testing the algorithm on
a wide variety of test problems, which is beyond the scope of this work. It will be
seen that IP Optimizer outperformed STOpS in both efficiency and accuracy, with
runtimes that are less than STOpS and objective values that are closer to the true
value. These two observations are consistent with literature on the topic. Heuristic
based methods are known to be less accurate because they usually do not test for
first order optimality whereas interior point methods do. Also, heuristic methods
use various rules to guide their search while interior point methods use gradient and
curvature information, which is known to yield quicker convergence in most cases.

1.2

Paper Structure

This work abides by the following overall structure. Chapter 1 consists of an overview
of the main topics that serve as a foundation for the concepts discussed in later chapters. This primarily consists of a review of basic orbital mechanics topics as well as
an introduction to optimization. Chapter 2 then describes the process of collocation, its role in nonlinear programming, and the specific methods used in this work.
Because nonlinear programming relies on gradient-descent as its method to move
towards a possible solution, various methods for taking derivatives and the role of
gradients, Jacobians, and Hessians are discussed in Chapter 3. Next, Chapter 4 dis3

cusses the specifics of the interior point method and its benefits over other nonlinear
programming methods like sequential quadratic programming (SQP). Here, the process of introducing a barrier parameter into the Karush-Kuhn Tucker (KKT) system
is explored, as well as regularization of a singular or ill-conditioned Hessian, and the
benefits of incorporating a line search to improve the descent process. Chapter 5 discusses the process of validating IP Optimizer and ensuring that it works as intended.
Chapter 6 explores the results produced that are then compared to STOpS and other
nonlinear programming methods to observe the benefits and drawbacks of the methods used by IP Optimizer. These results discuss a constraint satisfaction transfer, a
minimum-time transfer, as well as a maximum-final-mass transfer. Lastly, Chapter 8
summarizes the material introduced in this work and concludes with a discussion of
future work that takes the processes explored in this thesis to the next step.

1.3

Orbital Mechanics

The two-body equation (Eq. 1.1) is often used to describe the motion of an orbiting
body relative to an attracting body, such as a spacecraft and a planet or star. [28]. In
this equation, µ represents the gravitational parameter of the attracting body, which
is the product of its mass and the gravitational constant [28]. The distance between
the two bodies is r and the vector from the attracting body to the orbiting body is ~r.
µ~r
~r¨ = − 3
r
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(1.1)

1.3.1

Low-Thrust Considerations

The addition of thrusting into the equation of motion Eq. 1.1 yields the modified
equation of motion Eq. 1.2 [7]. Here, T~ is the thrust vector or the direction of thrust
and m is the current mass of the spacecraft.

µ~r
T~
~r¨ = − 3 +
r
m

(1.2)

Eq. 1.2 shows how a continuous application of thrust is represented in the spacecraft dynamics. In contrast, for impulsive thrust, the change in velocity from a
maneuver is implicitly included by manually changing the velocity of the spacecraft
at an instantaneous point [7]. This process can also be used to approximate continuous thrust trajectories. This is called the Kepler model and was developed by
Sims and Flanagan [26]. This model uses Eq. 1.1 but incorporates manual changes
in velocity throughout the trajectory to simulate continuous thrust. This provides an
accurate integration of the Keplarian motion with much less accurate integration on
the thrust. The main benefit of this method is that it results in fast computations
because a closed form solution is known for the propagation of the spacecraft state in
this form [26]. Because of this method’s less accurate integration of the thrust, the
method of explicitly including the thrust perturbation into the equations of motion
was adopted for this work.

1.3.2

Coordinate Frames and State Representation

Eq. 1.1, and therefore Eq. 1.2, relies on the state being represented in an inertial frame
[28]. The International Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF) is used in the third section
of Chapter 6 to represent the state of the spacecraft. The x-axis of this frame points
5

towards the intersection of the equatorial and ecliptic planes, the z-axis is normal to
the Earth’s equator and the y-axis completes using a right handed coordinate frame
as shown in Figure 1.1. The equatorial information is used at the epoch of January
1st, 2021, at 12 PM UTC, also known as J2000. This reference frame is considered
pseudo-inertial because of its rotation with respect to points external to the solar
system [28]. This work will only consider objects internal to the solar system and,
therefore, this rotation will be considered negligible. The other sections in Chapter
6 use this same frame but rotated so that the x-axis is aligned with the spacecraft’s
starting position. Within this reference frame, this work represents the state of the
spacecraft in various different ways, which will be discussed next.

Figure 1.1: ICRF frame defined at the epoch January 1st 2000 at 12 PM
UTC
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Splitting Eq. 1.2 into its Cartesian components and adding an equation for the
rate of change of the mass of the spacecraft gives Eqs. 1.3. Here, r, v, and T are the
magnitudes of the position, velocity, and thrust of the spacecraft and the subscripts
denote the projection on each axis of the orthonormal Cartesian basis. Lastly, g0 is
the acceleration due to gravity at sea-level and Isp is the specific impulse of the engine
being used to perform the maneuvers [7].

ṙx = vx

(1.3a)

ṙy = vy

(1.3b)

ṙz = vz

(1.3c)

v̇x = −

µrx Tx
+
r3
m

(1.3d)

v̇y = −

µry Ty
+
r3
m

(1.3e)

v̇z = −

µrz Tz
+
r3
m

(1.3f)

T
g0 Isp

(1.3g)

ṁ = −

In the simplified two-dimensional case, it is sometimes beneficial to represent the
motion of the spacecraft in polar coordinates. Results will be produced using both
polar and Cartesian coordinates. Rather than breaking the position and velocity of
the spacecraft into its Cartesian components, instead, the radial distance from the
center r and the counter-clockwise angular offset from the +x-axis θ determine the
spaceraft’s position. The radial and transverse components of the velocity, vr and
vt , determine the spacecraft’s velocity. The radial component of the velocity is the
projection of the velocity vector on the radius vector and the transverse component
is a projection of the velocity vector on the vector perpendicular to the radius vector
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and in the direction of the spacecraft’s motion. These dynamics are shown in Eqs.
1.4, where the thrust direction is specified by φ, which is measured relative to the
spacecraft’s position and clockwise from the transverse direction of motion[27]. The
benefit to this representation is that there are natural bounds on r and θ, which
reduce the allowable search space for each of these variables [27]. For instance, the
radial position must always be positive in this form.

ṙ = vr

(1.4a)

vt
r

(1.4b)

vt2
µ
T sin φ
− 2+
r
r
m

(1.4c)

θ̇ =
v̇r =

v̇t = −

vr vt T cos φ
+
r
m

(1.4d)

T
g0 Isp

(1.4e)

ṁ = −

The Cartesian representation of thrust should be avoided whenever the norm of
the thrust is included in the equations describing the state dynamics. This happens
when the magnitude of thrust is variable and, therefore, the mass flow rate is variable.
It is desirable to avoid the Cartesian representation of the thrust because when the
partial derivitave of the rate of change of the mass of the spacecraft is performed, the
potential for a singularity appears. This singularity occurs when all three components
of the thrust vector are zero, which is synonymous with a coasting arc. The previous
partial derivative would result in an infinitely large value because of the zero that
would appear in the denominator of the partial derivative [1]. NLP methods require
that the state and control be continous and differentiable, which is violated when this
singularity appears. For this reason, the control is represented in the interior point
method as a magnitude and angles, α and β, rather than x, y, and z components,
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with the conversion between the two shown in Eq. 1.5. Here, α is measured the same
as φ in the polar representation and β is measured counter-clockwise from the orbital
plane. The interior point method has control over these angles and magnitude, which
are then converted to Cartesian components and applied in the dynamics equations.
This is beneficial because the partial derivative of the rate of change of the mass of
the spacecraft with respect to this magnitude and these angles does not produce the
singularity described previously. More details on the rationale and process for this
conversion can be found in Appendix A.




Tx  
 
T  = ~r
 y
r
 
Tz

1.3.3

(~r × ~v ) × ~r
k(~r × ~v ) × ~rk



 T sin α cos β 

~r × ~v 
T cos α sin β 

k~r × ~v k 


T sin β

(1.5)

Canonical Units

Once the coordinate frame and state representation have been chosen, it is necessary
to properly scale the problem variables. There are two main reasons why scaling is
needed. The first reason is that the interior point method that will be described in
Chapter 4 relies on convergence tolerances, which are based on an implicit definition
of what is small and what is large. This means that problem formulations with
unusual or unbalanced scaling may introduce issues for the interior point method.
The second reason is that most gradient-based optimization routines rely on taking
the inverse of a matrix to solve a linearized system of equations [22]. This requires
that the matrix be both non-singular and well-conditioned. This scaling is achieved
by using canonical units. A time unit TU, distance unit AU, and mass unit are used
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to normalize times, distances, and masses based on a reference value. More details
about canonical units can be found in Appendix B.

1.4

Optimization

The following discussion presents optimization techniques through the lens of spacecraft trajectory optimization. All optimization techniques can be grouped as either
analytical or numerical [25]. Analytical techniques produce closed-form solutions for
the optimal trajectory, but because they can only be obtained in special cases, they
are not flexible to the many different types of problem formulations that exist [25].
For this reason, the remaining part of this section will focus entirely on numerical
methods. First, various approaches to solving optimization problems numerically will
be presented. Afterwards, different numerical solution methods will be discussed.

1.4.1

Numerical Approaches

Numerical approaches can be divided into three main methods: dynamic programming, indirect methods, and direct methods [25]. This paper will focus solely on the
direct method, so the understanding of the other two methods is only needed for the
sake of context. As this is meant to be an introduction to these concepts, further
detail on indirect methods and dynamic programming will not be provided past what
is discussed here. Table 1.1 summarizes the typical performance of each of these
approaches.
The method of dynamic programming is based on Bellman’s principle of optimality, which states that “An optimal policy has the property that whatever the initial
state and initial decision are, the remaining decisions must constitute an optimal pol-
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icy with regard to the state resulting from the first decision” [3]. Dynamic programming was originally developed for discrete-time systems but it was later extended to
continuous time systems as well [21]. This extension delivered the Hamilton-JacobiBellman theorem, which requires a set of partial differential equation to be solved first
[31]. The two main benefits of this method are that the whole state space is searched
so that the solution can be guaranteed to be optimal and the controls are computed
only once the solution is found [21]. The primary disadvantage of this method is
that memory and computational times for dynamic programming grow quickly with
increasing numbers of state variables. Differential Dynamic Programming (DDP) can
alleviate this issue by using approximation techniques, but this comes at the expense
of the guarantee of optimality [21].
In the indirect approach, the goal is to solve the multipoint boundary value problem (MPBVP) that results from applying the Pontryagin minimum principle (PMP).
The PMP characterizes the first-order necessary conditions that an optimal solution
must satisfy [8]. The derivation involves the determination of the states and costates
which must obey the Euler-Lagrange equation [21]. The minimum principle allows for
the retrieval of the continuous control as a function of the state and costate at each
instant, numerically or explicitly. Another set of constraints called the transversality
and complementary conditions must be satisfied when using the indirect method [6].
The primary advantage of using the indirect approach is that it provides assurances
that the first-order optimality conditions are satisfied. Unfortunately, this type of approach is not as flexible as the other approaches because any change in the problem
formualtion requires that a new set of analytical equations be derived, which is difficult to automate. This approach normally requires that the initial guess, including
the costates, be in a specific region of the search space. Costates are not intuitive to
guess because they generally do not have a physical interpretation. Also, the MPBVP must be reformulated when different state variables, constraints, or dynamics
11

are used [21]. For these reasons, this approach is not robust to the difficulties of
highly constrainted low-thrust spacecraft trajectory optimization problems.
Lastly, the direct approach, which is the focus of this work, will be discussed. The
direct approach consists of the transcription of a continuous optimal control problem
into a nonlinear programming problem (NLP) [21]. This transcription process requires
the discretization of the control variables in a time-based grid. The goal of the
NLP problem is to determine the decision variables that satisfy a set of nonlinear
equality and inequality constraints [22]. The optimal solution in the NLP problem
must fulfill the first-order necessary optimality conditions [15]. These conditions are
also known as the KKT conditions, which states that the derivative of an objective
function with respect to the state and control variables is zero [15]. This NLP is then
numerically solved using optimization techniques that are well known (the interior
point method in the case of this work). A further discussion of this process will
be presented throughout this work as this approach is the focus of this work. The
direct method has the distinct advantage that the user does not have to derive the
first-order necessary conditions [21]. This approach is also much easier to initialize
than the indirect approach because it has a much larger domain of convergence [21],
although, convergence is not guaranteed. The main drawback of this approach is
that it is uncertain whether the trajectory found by solving the NLP is actually the
optimal solution, or rather a suboptimal solution [21].
Table 1.1: Advantages and disadvantages of different optimization approaches (Green-Good, Red-Poor)
Flexibility
Robustness
Optimality
Indirect
Direct
Dynamic Programming
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1.4.2

Numerical Solutions

This section will focus on the differences between heuristic solutions and gradientbased solution [21]. There is a third method for solving these approaches which is to
combine heurisitics and gradient-based methods. These solution processes are classified as hybrid and will not be further explored because they are simply a combination
of the two solution techniques that are about to be presented. Table 1.2 summarizes
the typical performance of each of these solution methods.
Because of the wide variety of heursitics that have been developed over time, this
overview will only cover those used in STOpS, so as to restrain the scope of this
section. The heuristics that STOpS uses are genetic algorithms, differential evolution, particle swarm optimization, and ant colony optimization. These methods were
implemented into STOpS by Timothy Fitzgerald and extended to a low-thrust application of STOpS by Shane Sheehan in [9] and [24], respectively. For a thorough
description of these methods, an interested reader is referred to the works by Fitzgerald and Sheehan, or for a brief description Appendix C. As eluded to previously,
metaheuristics are a combination of rules that guide the current best guess at the solution to a more optimal guess. There are two fundamental aspects of metaheuristic
methods that make them different than gradient-descent methods. The first is that
metaeuristic methods can frequently find global optima more easily because these
methods often use a large amount of initial guesses that are randomly generated [21].
This contrasts with gradient-descent which only follows a single initial guess. The second distinguishing aspect of metaheuristic methods is that the stopping criteria used
in these methods does not guarantee that the process has converged on an optimum
[21].
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Unlike optimization methods that use heuristics, like those previously discussed,
gradient descent methods use features of the function space to make progress towards
a local optimum. These methods generally have a much better rate of convergence
than heuristic methods, but only in cases where the functions are sufficiently smooth
and have defined gradients and Hessians [21]. Unfortunately, this improvement in
rate of convergence often comes with the cost of computational complexity and large
runtimes per iteration. This is because finite differencing is often used as the means
by which first and second derivative information is gathered, which requires multiple
function calls per index of the gradient, Jacobian, and Hessian. Specifics on obtaining
this derivative information will be expanded upon in Chapter 3.
The two most popular methods that require Hessian evaluation are sequential
quadratic programming (SQP) and the interior point method because of their ability to incorporate curvature information into their search [22]. Other less popular
methods do not take advantage of this information, making them less efficient. Both
of these methods use Newton’s method along with Taylor series approximations of
nonlinearities to iterate towards local optimum, which will be discussed at length in
Chapter 4. The key difference between SQP and interior point methods is the way in
which they handle constraints, which in turn impacts their performance with different
sized problems. SQP is usually favored for small-medium sized problems, whereas interior point methods can handle larger class problems, such as low-thrust spacecraft
trajectory optimization [22]. Other popular methods that don’t require Hessian evaluation are conjugate gradient methods, ellipsoid methods, and quasi-Newton methods,
which all have a particular way that they handle function gradients [22]. Although
these methods are widely used, they will not be further discussed because this work
focuses on the problem of spacecraft trajectory optimization which is inherently nonlinear. Methods that utilize Hessian information are more appropriately suited to
solve nonlinear optimization problems.
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Table 1.2: Advantages and disadvantages of different optimization solution
methods (Green-Good, Orange-Average, Red-Poor)
Flexibility
Robustness
Optimality
Gradient-Based
Heuristics
Hybrid

1.4.3

Optimization Characteristics

Regardless of whether the optimization method uses heuristics or gradient and Hessian information, these problems can be formatted into their most general form, which
is shown in Eqs. 1.6 [22]. Because the interior point method introduced in Chapter 4
is based on the method that is discussed in Numerical Optimization by Nocedal and
Wright, the variable names used here will closely follow those of Numerical Optimization [22]. The following paragraphs will elaborate on each aspect of Eq. 1.6 and then
describe how the Lagrangian is formed from these aspects.

min f (~x)

(1.6a)

subject to ~cE (~x) = 0,

(1.6b)

~cI (~x) ≥ 0.

(1.6c)

~
x∈<n

Starting with Eq. 1.6a, this specifies the objective function f (~x) that is being
minimized such that the vector of decision variables ~x is in <n [22]. Here, n is the
dimension of the search space which corresponds to the amount of decision variables
in the vector ~x. For problems in which a maximum is desired, this can be achieved
by multiplying the objective function by negative one. The input of the objective
function has dimension n, but the output of the function is a scalar.
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Next, Eq. 1.6b shows that the objective function must be minimized while also
fulfilling certain equality constraints ~cE (~x) [22]. It is important to note that there
can be any number of equality constraint equations equal to or less than n, that
each take in the vector of decision variables and output a specific scalar value. These
equations are fulfilled when the output of each of them equals zero. For constraints
that have a non-homogenous term, this term is moved to the left side of Eq. 1.6b
such that the right side is always zero. Equality constraints come in many forms but
they are usually seen as initial and terminal constraints or path constraints [4]. An
example of an initial constraint in the context of spacecraft trajectory optimization is
the spacecraft’s initial position, velocity, and mass, and a terminal constraint would
be a final position and velocity, for instance. Path constraints in this example would
consist of satisfying the system dynamics (Eq. 1.2) at every grid point. Creating
path constraints that fulfill the system dynamics is done through a process called
collocation which will be discussed in Chapter 2.
Lastly, Eq. 1.6c shows that the objective function can also be subject to inequality constraints ~cI (~x) [22]. These constraints have the same characteristics as equality
constraints except for the obvious difference of being inequalities rather than equalities and they are often seen as bounds on certain decision variables. Cases where
there are no equality constraints or inequality constraints are called unconstrainted
optimization, where minimizing the objective function is the only goal [22].
Once the objective function and m constraint equations are defined, the classical
approach is to define the Lagrangian as in Eq. 1.7 [22]. This equation introduces
another set of m decision variables λ, also known as the Lagrange multipliers, one
for each constraint. Although this can sometimes drastically increase the size of the
problem, depending on how many constraints there are, Eq. 1.7 can be used to
both minimize the objective function and satisfy the constraints. This is achieved by
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setting the gradient of the Lagrangian with respect to the orginal decision variables
to zero as well as setting the gradient of the Lagrangian with respect to the new
Langrange multipliers to zero [22].

L(~x, ~λ) = f (~x) − ~λ|~c(~x) = f (~x) −

m
X

λi ci (~x)

(1.7)

i=1

1.5

Currently Available Tools

The following section will present the software that currently exists that can optimize
low-thrust spacecraft trajectories. These tools will be grouped based on approach.
First, direct approach tools will be presented, followed by indirect approach tools.
Lastly, dynamic programming tools will be introduced. Many of these tools are not
openly accessible to the general public and use an external optimization software
to solve the NLP or MPBVP. These issues are solved with the introduction of IP
Optimizer.
Table 1.3 shows an extensive list of different direct method software. The table
also shows where the software was created, and the approach and solution the software
implements. Direct methods are the focus of this work because of their flexibility in
solving different problem formulations without requiring extensive modifications by
the user. The software in this list that are gradient-based and open-source use other
applications to solve the optimization problem. Copernicus and STK are examples of
software in Table 1.3 that are proprietary and therefore not available to the public.
GMAT and PaGMO are examples from this list that are open-source but use an external application to do the optimization process [21]. For instance, GMAT interfaces
with VF13AD, from the Harwell Subroutine Library (HSL), which utilizes a sequen17

tial quadratic programming algorithm [21]. PaGMO interfaces with IPOPT to solve
it’s gradient-based optimization applications [21]. SNOPT is another frequently used
optimization application that many of these software interface with, but SNOPT is
also proprietary.
The goal of this work is to combine the problem formulation aspect of low-thrust
spacecraft trajectory optimization with the optimization process itself into one piece
of software. None of the open-source methods in Table 1.3 that are gradient-based
do both of these steps. This is the hole that IP Optimizer fills. IP Optimizer is
open-source and it performs the optimization process itself, rather than outsourcing
it to a specialized piece of optimization software.
Table 1.4 and Table 1.5 show tools that use the indirect method and dynamic
programming method, respectively.

1.6

Cart-Pole System

The Cart-Pole system will be used in Chapter 5 as validation for IP Optimizer’s
ability to handle dynamical systems.This validation will be performed against an
existing piece of collocation software called OptimTraj, produced by Matthew Kelly
[13]. This software primarily focuses on performing collocation on a dynamical system
and then formatting these collocation constraints into a form that is ingestible by
MATLAB’s fmincon [13]. Kelley has produced a variety of test problems that helped
validate his work, one of which was the Cart-Pole problem. The following will outline
the dynamics and objectives of the Cart-Pole problem [13].
The Cart-Pole system consists of a cart that travels along a horizontal track and
a pendulum that hangs freely from the cart [13]. Based off this setup, an initial
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Table 1.3: Direct Method Low-Thrust Spacecraft Trajectory Optimization
Tools [21]
Name/Abrv. Company/Org./Author Approach
Solution
ASTOP
Space Flight Solutions
Single Shooting
Gradient-Based
Copernicus
Texas Univ., JSC
Multiple Shoot- Gradient-Based
ing
jTOP
Tokio Univ., JAXA
Multiple Shoot- Gradient-Based
ing
DITAN
ESA, Milano Univ.
Collocation
Gradient-Based
MODHOC
Strathclyde Univ.
Collocation
Hybrid
DIRETTO
Milano Univ.
Collocation
Gradient-Based
MAVERICK
Colorado Boulder Univ.
Collocation
Gradient-Based
MColl
NASA
Collocation
Gradient-Based
COLT
Purdue Univ.
Collocation
Gradient-Based
GMAT
NASA
Collocation
Gradient-Based
STK
AGI
Collocation
Gradient-Based
OTIS
GCR, Boeing
Collocation
Gradient-Based
POST
NASA
Single Shooting
Gradient-Based
SOCS
Boeing
Collocation
Gradient-Based
DIDO
TOMLAB
Collocation
Gradient-Based
GPOPS
Univ. of Florida
Collocation
Gradient-Based
OPTELC
Airbus
Multiple Shoot- Gradient-Based
ing
MANTRA
ESA
Multiple Shoot- Gradient-Based
ing
LOTOS
ASTOS Solutions
Collocation
Gradient-Based
XIPSTOP
Boeing
Collocation
Gradient-Based
GALLOP
JPL, Purdue Univ.
Miltiple Shoot- Gradient-Based
ing
LInX
J.H. Univ., Nabla Zero
Multiple Shoot- Gradient-Based
ing
BOLTT
Colorado Boulder
Multiple Shoot- Gradient-Based
ing
MALTO
JPL
Multiple Shoot- Gradient-Based
ing
EMTG
GSFC, Illinois Univ.
Multiple Shoot- Hybrid
ing
PaGMO
ESA
Multiple Shoot- Hybrid
ing
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Table 1.4: Indirect Method Low-Thrust
tion Tools [21]
Name/Abrv. Company/Org./Author
VARITOP
JPL
SEPTOP
JPL
NEWSEP
JPL
SAIL
JPL
HILTOP
Space Flight Solutions
ETOPH
CNES
ITOP
Aerospace Corp.
Tfmin
CNES
T-3D
Thales
SOFTT
Thales
ELECTRO
OHB
MIPELEC
CNES, Boeing
SEPSPOT
NASA
LOTTO
SES Engineering
BNDSCO
Hamburg Univ.
LOTNAV

Deimos Space

Spacecraft Trajectory OptimizaApproach
Single Shooting
Single Shooting
Single Shooting
Single Shooting
Single Shooting
Single Shooting
Single Shooting
Single Shooting
Single Shooting
Single Shooting
Single Shooting
Single Shooting
Single Shooting
Single Shooting
Multiple Shooting
Multiple Shooting

Solution
Gradient-Based
Gradient-Based
Gradient-Based
Gradient-Based
Hybrid
Gradient-Based
Gradient-Based
Gradient-Based
Gradient-Based
Gradient-Based
Gradient-Based
Gradient-Based
Gradient-Based
Gradient-Based
Heurisitcs
Gradient-Based

Table 1.5: Dynamic Programming Low-Thrust Spacecraft Trajectory Optimization Tools [21]
Name/Abrv.
Company/Org./Author
Approach
MYSTIC
NASA
Differential Dynamic
Programming
HDDP
Lantoine et al.
Hybrid
Differential
Dynamic
Programming
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condition of the horizontal position x of the cart along with the angular displacement
θ of the pendulum from its resting position can be defined. A constraint is then put
on the final state of the Cart-Pole system. A varying horizontal force, u, can then
be applied to the cart over time to achieve the constraints at the final time. Many
parameters in this problem can be optimized for but the two that will be examined
here are minimizing the total force over the entire trajectory and minimizing the time
it takes to go from the initial constraint to the final constraint [13].
To minimize these objective functions while still adhering to the system dynamics
requires collocation constraints along the path at discrete grid points. The equations
of motion of this system will be described here.
To present the system equations of motion, a few parameters must first be introduced. The cart will have a mass of m1 , the pendulum will have a mass of m2
concentrated at a point mass at the end of the pendulum of length l, not to be confused with the amount of inequality constraints l. The acceleration due to gravity
acting downward will be referred to as g. The state of the system can be described by
the horizontal distance of the cart, x, and angular displacement of the pendulum from
its resting position, θ, along with the speed of the cart, v, and the angular velocity of
the pendulum, ω. Balancing the forces on the cart, balancing the forces on the pole,
and balancing the torques on the pole about the pivot point, gives three equations
with various unknowns. By splitting these equations based on the horizontal and
vertical directions and combining to cancel out the tension force, the cart’s horizontal
acceleration and the pendulum’s angular acceleration can be found shown in Eqs. 1.8
[13].
ẋ = v

(1.8a)

θ̇ = ω

(1.8b)
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v̇ =
ω̇ = −

lm2 sin(θ)ω 2 + u + m2 g cos(θ) sin(θ)
m1 + m2 (1 − cos2 (θ))

lm2 cos(θ) sin(θ)ω 2 + u cos(θ) + (m1 + m2 )g sin(θ)
lm1 + lm2 (1 − cos2 (θ))
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(1.8c)
(1.8d)

Chapter 2
COLLOCATION

This section first overviews what the general process of collocation is and then it
delves deeper into the trapezoid method and Hermite-Simpson method. This work
uses both of these methods of collocation.
As was mentioned previously, equality constraints in trajectory optimization problems are commonly used as path constraints that ensure that the decision variables
that represent the spacecraft state adhere to the dynamics of the system. Here, trajectory optimization does not only refer to spacecraft trajectory optimization, but rather
any optimization that varies over time and abides by specific dynamics. Collocation
is essentially the integration of the state dynamics or polynomial curve fitting of the
state dynamics. The difference between the integration results or the polynomial and
the current iteration of the state is then labeled as the defect [13]. The goal is then
to drive this defect to zero, whereupon it can be said that the state decision variables
are a good approximation for the dynamics, to whatever degree the integration or
curve fitting process was accurate to [13].
The methods covered here are a small subset of those that exist. Higher order
methods were initialy tested as well, but the runtimes for such methods were impractical. This is because of the increase in function evaluations for the higher order
methods. Therefore, until the IP Optimizer is made more efficient, only lower order
collocation methods will be used. For the two methods discussed in this work, the
trapezoid method and the Hermite-Simpson method, the trapezoid method is typically less accurate than the Hermite-Simpson method [13]. With increasing accuracy
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comes an increase in computation time, on the order of days, needed to evaluate each
state variables’ path constraint at each grid point for each partial derivative. These
high runtimes associated with higher order collocation methods were observed in the
case of low-thrust spacecraft trajectory optimization. This yields a trade-off between
accuracy and runtime which will be further discussed in Chapter 6.
All of the following integration methods utilize a uniform discretization of the
time domain as shown in Eq. 2.1, where the time subscripts are referring to specific
grid points or nodes, also called meshpoints [27]. Here, ti and tf are the initial and
final time, respectively, and N is the number of grid points, including the initial
and final points. The integration step size is shown in Eq. 2.2 [27]. Depending
on the integration method being used, an increase in N or decrease in h is generally
associated with a more accurate solution. This is because the dynamics are estimated
at more points along the trajectory with a denser grid. For extremely small h, this
is not always the case, though, depending on the stability of the integration method
used [27].
ti = t1 < t2 < · · · < tk < · · · < tN = tf
h=

(tN − t1 )
(N − 1)

(2.1)
(2.2)

At each discretized time value tk , the state and control are discretized as well like
in Eq. 2.3 and Eq. 2.4 [27]. Doing so yields the decision variable vector shown in
Eq. 2.5 [27]. Here, ~z includes the state and control at each grid point, but it can
also include other parameters in addition to the state and control, depending on the
goal of optimization, such as ti , tf , or both. ~z is the total vector of variables that
the interior point method is adjusting and evaluating at each iteration. This will be
discussed further in Chapter 4.
~xk = ~x(tk )
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(2.3)

~uk = ~u(tk )
~z = [~x1

~u1

···

~xk

~uk

(2.4)
···

~xN

~uN ]|

(2.5)

The last values that must be discretized for use in collocation are the dynamics
shown in Eq. 2.6 [27]. For three dimensional, Cartesian, spacecraft trajectory optimization these equations are the same as Eq. 1.3, which are shown as an example
on the far right side of Eq. 2.6. The discretization of the dynamics follow the same
form as the state and control and can be seen in Eq. 2.7 [27]. Although the time is
explicitly included in this equation, tk is an optional parameter and does not have to
be included unless the dynamics explicitly depend on the time at each discretization.
~x˙ = f~(~x(t), ~u(t), t) = [ṙx

ṙy

ṙz

v̇x

f~k = f~(~xk , ~uk , tk )

v̇y

v̇z

ṁ]|

(2.6)

(2.7)

Appendix D shows process of collocation for the most simple method, forward
and backward Euler. This section of the appendix also describes Butcher tableaus
and how they are used to represent collocation methods.

2.1

Trapezoid Method

The trapezoid method is similar to the forward Euler metthod. Instead of only using
f~k to inform the change in state between k and k + 1, both f~k and f~k+1 are used in
an average [13]. Because one of the goals of the optimization routine is to have the
~ k will be set to zero in the following collocation equations. The
defects be zero, the ∆
trapezoid method’s equation form is shown in Eq. 2.8 [13]. This method is considered
implicit because it uses information, fk+1 , from the next grid point and it has been
proven to be accurate to O(h2 ) [13]. The current guess of the state and control
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at each of the grid points are known beforehand by the previous iteration’s results,
which means that implicit methods do not require solving a system of equations to
find these values. This is because these methods are being used to compare the
current state to an integration of the state dynamics to get a residual, rather than
using the integration to solve for the state itself.
~0 = ~xk+1 − ~xk − h (f~k+1 + f~k )
2

2.2

(2.8)

Hermite-Simpson Method

The Hermite-Simpson approach is slightly different than the trapezoid method approach. This is because instead of integrating the dynamics, a polynomial is created
to fit the dynamics by estimating the polynomial’s coefficients [27]. Other methods
similar to the Hermite-Simpson method, but will not be discussed further, are the
Gauss-Lobatto method and the Pseudospectral method, which both require many
more function evaluations. Although these methods frequently produce more accurate results, this increase in the number of function evaluations increases runtimes on
the order of days for the current speed of IP Optimizer [27].
Similar to before, the time, state, control, and state dynamics f~ are needed at
various, equally spaced, grid points throughout the trajectory. Including an adaptive
mesh refinement strategy would improve the ability of IP Optimizer to recognize at
support dynamics that happen on different time scales. This was determined to be
out of the scope for this work, but it is highlighted in the future work section of
Chapter 8. The process will be described using two consecutive grid points, k and
k+1. This process can then be repeated using the second grid point from the previous
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iteration as the first grid point for the current iteration, and so on. The dynamics at
each grid point yield the time derivative of the state at each point. This derivative
information along with the state at each grid point will allow for the creation of a
third-order Hermite interpolate polynomial [27]. This polynomial only satisfies the
state dynamics at each of the grid points, and it does not satisfy the state dynamics
everywhere within the two grid points. This is solved by introducing a collocation
point subdividing the two previous grid points in time. This point will be referred to
with a time, state, and control of tc , ~xc , and ~uc , respectively [27]. By enforcing Eq.
2.9 the polynomial being generated will then satisfy the dynamics at the two end grid
points, as well as at the collocation point [27]. Just as with previous methods, as the
number of intervals grows larger, the polynomial description of the state approaches
the actual dynamics for the whole time domain.
~ = ~x˙ c − f~(~xc , ~uc ) = ~0
∆

(2.9)

To begin, a single state element will be examined for the sake of clarity, with the
process repeatable for the other state elements. The state element can be approximated on the interval from tk to tk+1 using a cubic polynomial of the form given in
Eq. 2.10, with coefficients [a0 . . . a3 ]| [27]. Taking the derivative of both sides of Eq.
2.10 with respect to time yields Eq. 2.11 [27]. To simplify the following equations,
the time interval from tk to tk+1 , will be written such that tk = 0 and tk+1 = h, where
h is the step size of each interval. Evaluating Eq. 2.10 and Eq. 2.11 at both end
points, t = 0 and t = h produces the system of equations in Eq. 2.12 [27]. Then,
the coefficients [a0 . . . a3 ] in the system in Eq. 2.12 can be solved for by inverting the
4 × 4 matrix and applying to both sides, which yields Eq. 2.13 [27].

x(t) = a0 + a1 t + a2 t2 + a3 t3
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(2.10)

ẋ(t) = a1 + 2a2 t + 3a3 t2
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ẋ(h)
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(2.11)

(2.12)

(2.13)

Now that the coefficients have been solved for, they can be substituted back into
Eq. 2.10 [27]. The goal up to this point has been to develop a polynomial that
describes the state element over the interval, which is now complete. The midpoint
h
can now be substituted in for t and xc and ẋc can be found. Doing
value t =
2
so gives Eq. 2.14 and Eq. 2.15, making use of the following substitutions as well,
x(0) = xk , x(h) = xk+1 , ẋ(0) = ẋk , and ẋ(h) = ẋk+1 . Substituting Eq. 2.15 back into
the single element version of Eq. 2.9 and rearranging some of the terms creates an
expression for the defect at the midpoint, Eq. 2.16 [27].
 
1
h
h
= (xk + xk+1 ) + [f (xk , uk ) − f (xk+1 , uk+1 )]
xc = x
2
2
8

(2.14)

 
h
3
1
ẋc = ẋ
=
(xk − xk+1 ) − [f (xk , uk ) + f (xk+1 , uk+1 )]
2
2h
4

(2.15)

h
∆ = xk+1 − xk − [f (xk , uk ) + 4f (xc , uc ) + f (xk+1 , uk+1 )] = 0
6

(2.16)

Moving xc over to the right hand side of Eq. 2.14 forms constraints for the state
at each of the interior grid points, which can be seen in Eq. 2.17. Eq. 2.16 is the
constraint that the rate of change of the state at each grid point match the system
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dynamics. Together these two sets of equations restrict the trajectory produced to
follow the system dynamics using a cubic Hermite spline.
h
1
∆ = xc − (xk + xk+1 ) − [f (xk , uk ) − f (xk+1 , uk+1 )] = 0
2
8

(2.17)

The Hermite-Simpson method is similar to the trapezoid method but it produces
a solution that is accurate to a higher order than trapezoidal collocation. This stems
from the trapezoid method approximating the system dynamics as piecewise linear
functions [13]. In contrast, the Hermite-Simpson method approximates the system
dynamics as piecewise quadratic functions, with the added benefit of producing a
cubic Hermite spline, which has a continuous first derivative throughout the trajectory
[13]. The validation section will implement the trapezoid method and the HermiteSimpson method.
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Chapter 3
DERIVATIVES

Considering the interior point method implemented in Chapter 4 relies on first and
second derivative information, it is useful to review the terminology of gradients,
Jacobians, and Hessians. After an introduction of these basic concepts, the following
subsections will discuss the difference between numerical and analytical derivatives.
Numerical derivatives will be split into two types of finite differencing schemes, the
first using real perturbations and the second using complex perturbations.
Beginning first with gradients, the variables used to describe the gradient are
generic and can represent any function. This can be seen in Eq. 3.1 where f (~x) can
be any function with a vector parameter of arbitrary length that has a scalar output
[5]. Each component of this vector is labeled [x1 x2 . . . xn ], where n is the length, or
dimension, of the vector. In the context of optimization, f (~x) will often represent
either the objective function or the Lagrangian. The result of taking the gradient
of a function with a parameter of n-dimension is a column vector of n-dimension
with each element being the partial derivative of f (~x) with respect to that particular
element of ~x. This can be seen on the right side of Eq. 3.1 [5]. The gradient describes
the rate of change of f (~x) with respect to each of its parameters and it is extremely
useful in optimization processes that rely on finding maxima or minima. Again, the
specific application of the gradient will be discussed in Chapter 4.

∂f (~x)
∂f (~x)
=
∂~x
∂x1

∂f (~x)
∂x2
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···

∂f (~x)
∂xn

|
(3.1)

The next operator to be discussed is the Jacobian. This operator is very similar
to the gradient in that it consists of multiple first partial derivatives. Instead of
taking first partial derivatives of a single function with respect to multiple parameters,
the Jacobian takes first partial derivatives of a vector of functions ~c(~x), where each
function in this vector of m-dimension is labeled [c1 c2 . . . cm ] [5]. The columns of the
Jacobian are partial derivatives of each function with respect to a single component
of ~x, again with length n, and the rows are partial derivatives of a single function of
~c(~x) with respect to all of the component of ~x. The functions in ~c(~x) can ultimately
be any function, but in the context of optimization these functions will be considered
to be the constraints. Therefore, the Jacobian gives an m×n matrix with information
on how each constraint is changing over time with respect to each parameter, shown
in Eq. 3.2 [5].


∂c1 (~
x)
∂x1


 ∂c (~x)
2
∂~c(~x) 
 ∂x1
= .
 .
∂~x
 .


∂cm (~
x)
∂x1

∂c1 (~
x)
∂x2
∂c2 (~
x)
∂x2

..
.
∂cm (~
x)
∂x2

···

∂c1 (~
x)
∂xn

···
..
.

∂c2 (~
x)
∂xn

···

∂cm (~
x)
∂xn

..
.











(3.2)

Lastly, the Hessian is a square matrix that contains second partial derivative
information for a scalar function f (~x). This can be seen in Eq. 3.3 [5]. Once again,
f (~x) can represent any function, but in the context of this work the Hessian will
always be taken with respect to the Lagrangian. The Hessian’s diagonal has second
partial derivatives with respect to the same components of ~x, whereas the off diagonals
have mixed partial derivatives with respect to the components of ~x that match the
row and column index. The Hessian is fundamental to the interior point method
because it is needed to form the Taylor series expansion that linearizes the inherently
nonlinear nature of spacecraft trajectory optimization problem [5]. Unfortunately,
the Hessian is relatively expensive to calculate because it has n2 indices, where n in
the context of interior point optimization is the number of decision variables, or the
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dimension of the search space [5]. The Hessian also needs to be nonsingular so that
it can be inverted to solve a linear system of equations. The following sections will
discuss different ways of finding the partial derivatives discussed in this section. This
will include a variation on finite differencing that intends to alleviate some of the
computational cost of Hessian computation.


∂ 2 f (~
x)
∂x21


 ∂ 2 f (~x)

 ∂x ∂x
H =  2. 1
 .
 .


∂ 2 f (~
x)
∂xn ∂x1

3.1



∂ 2 f (~
x)
∂x1 ∂xn 

∂ 2 f (~
x)
∂x1 ∂x2

···

∂ 2 f (~
x)
∂x22

···
...

∂ 2 f (~
x) 
∂x2 ∂xn 

···

∂ 2 f (~
x)
∂x2n

..
.

∂ 2 f (~
x)
∂xn ∂x2



..
.






(3.3)

Numerical

There are two fundamentally different ways of determing the partial derivatives that
make up the components of the gradient, Jacobian, and Hessian previously discussed.
The first way is by numerically calculating these values, which will be discussed in this
section. The second way is determining the form of the derivative analytically, either
by hand or by using some other tool with this capability like MATLAB’s Symbolic
Toolbox. Analytical derivatives will be briefly discussed in the next section.
Numerical derivatives have unique advantages as well as disadvantages. The primary advantage of performing numerical differentiation is that this method can be
universally applied to any function without any apriori knowledge about the contents
of the function. This allows for much more flexibility than the alternative. This is
because the processes of numerical differentiation, namely finite differencing do not
change with different input functions. Unfortunately, this advantage does not come
without some drawbacks as well. The primary disadvantage to numerical differentia32

tion is that the computation time associated with each derviative is significantly more
than analytical methods. This is a result of numerical differentiation requiring multiple function evaluations to compute a single derivative, whereas analytical methods
only require one function evaluation. As mentioned previously, finite differencing is
the primary method for numerical differentiation, but finite differencing can be divided into two subcategories, real and complex. Both methods are available in IP
Optimizer but because of the speed advantages that complex-step finite differencing
has over traditional finite differencing, the complex-step method was used to obtain
all the results presented in this work.

3.1.1

Traditional Finite Differencing

There are many different ways of forming an equation that represents an approximation of the derivative evaluated a specific point. This is often accomplished by
approximating the function in question by its Taylor series expansion with some small
perturbation applied [20]. Depending on the order of error that is desired, truncation
of the Taylor series occurs at different points and these terms are then rearranged in
a variety of different ways to get an approximation for the derivative. The goal for
this work’s implementation of finite differencing is to balance the amount of function
evaluations required per derivative calculation with the order of error associated with
that finite differencing scheme. The process for obtaining a first derivative will be
discussed first, followed by the process for obtaining a partial second derivative and
a mixed partial second derivative.
The two simplest ways of computing a first derivative through finite differencing,
forward differencing and backward differencing, will be introduced first. These two
methods are then combined to form the centered differencing formula, which will be
used throughout the remainder of this work for advantages that will be discussed at
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the end of this subsection. The general from of a taylor series expansion is shown
in Eq. 3.4. Substituting a = x and x = x ± h into Eq. 3.4 yields Eq. 3.5 [20]. By
dividing both sides of the equation by ±h, rearranging some terms, truncating higher
order terms, and choosing a sign for h, two expressions for f 0 (x) are developed, one
for each sign of h, and shown in Eqs. 3.6 [20]. Eq. 3.6a is called forward differencing
and Eq. 3.6b is called backward differencing. The largest term to be truncated from
the Taylor series to arrive at these equations was O(h) [20]. Therefore these methods
are only accurate to the order of the step size used for perturbing the function. It is
important to point out that the h used in finite differencing is different than the h
used for discretization of the grid in collocation methods.
f 000 (a)
f (n) (a)
f 00 (a)
(x − a)2 +
(x − a)3 + . . . +
(x − a)n + . . .
2!
3!
n!
(3.4)
00
000
(n)
f (x)
f (x)
f (x)
f (x ± h) = f (x) + f 0 (x)(±h) +
(±h)2 +
(±h)3 + . . . +
(±h)n + . . .
2!
3!
n!
(3.5)
f (x) = f (a) + f 0 (a)(x − a) +

f 0 (x) ≈

f (x + h) − f (x)
h

(3.6a)

f 0 (x) ≈

f (x) − f (x − h)
h

(3.6b)

By combining both forward and backward finite differencing methods, it is possible to create the centered differencing scheme, that also only requires two function
evaluations but the order of error is increased to O(h2 ) [20]. Specifically, this is done
by subtracting the untruncated version of the forward differencing method from the
backward differencing method, shown in Eq. 3.7 [20]. This simplification occurs
because the even terms of Eq. 3.5 cancel out when both methods are subtracted from
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each other. Truncating higher order terms, rearranging and dividing by 2h produces
Eq. 3.8, the centered differencing method [20].
f 000 (x)h3
+ ...
f (x + h) − f (x − h) ≈ 2 f (x)h +
3!


f 0 (x) ≈

0



f (x + h) − f (x − h)
2h

(3.7)

(3.8)

So far the finite differencing methods introduced have all been with respect to a
function of a single parameter x. This must then be extended to work with functions
of multiple parameters, or a vector of parameters ~x. This is done simply by perturbing
only the parameter for which the partial is being taken with respect to. An example
of this is shown in Eq. 3.9 [20]. Partials can be taken with respect to any component
of ~x by simply moving the perturbations to that specific component for the function
evaluations.
∂f (~x)
f ([x1 + h x2 . . . xn ]| ) − f ([x1 − h x2 . . . xn ]| )
≈
∂x1
2h

(3.9)

Next, the second partial derivative finite differencing method will be introduced.
The formula is different for whether the partial is mixed or not. The non-mixed
partial will be discussed first. This is done by taking the centered difference formula
for the first derivative Eq. 3.8 and then applying that same method again to the
previous formula but with a step size of

h
2

instead. Doing so leads to Eq. 3.10 [20].

As with the centered difference formula for the first derivative, second partials with
respect to a variable other than x1 only require the perturbation to be applied to that
element instead in Eq. 3.10.
∂ 2 f (~x)
f ([x1 + h x2 . . . xn ]| ) − 2f ([x1 x2 . . . xn ]| ) + f ([x1 − h x2 . . . xn ]| )
≈
∂x21
h2
(3.10)
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The formula for mixed partials requires a slightly different derivation, although
very similar to the previous formula. The recursive central differencing used previously is again used but with respect to different variables with full step size h used
both times rather than once with h2 . Eq. 3.11 shows the result of this process with
the rationale in the equations above it [20]. In this case and the application of this
method in Chapter 4, a step size of h is chosen for the perturbation on both x1 and
x2 , but these step sizes do not need to be the same size. Lastly, this method is also
second-order accurate O(h2 ) in both spatial dimensions [20]. It is clear that obtaining
second derivatives requires more function evaluations than obtaining first derivatives.




∂ ∂f (~x)
∂ f ([x1 x2 + h . . . xn ]| ) − f ([x1 x2 − h . . . xn ]| )
∂ 2 f (~x)
=
≈
∂x1 ∂x2
∂x1 ∂x2
∂x1
2h

≈

f ([x1 +h x2 +h ...xn ]| )−f ([x1 +h x2 −h ...xn ]| )
2h

− f ([x1 −h x2 +h ...xn ]
2h

| )−f ([x

1 −h

x2 −h ...xn ]| )

2h

f ([x1 + h x2 + h . . . xn ]| ) − f ([x1 + h x2 − h . . . xn ]| )
4h2
|
f ([x1 − h x2 + h . . . xn ] ) + f ([x1 − h x2 − h . . . xn ]| )
−
4h2

=

(3.11)

Through the testing of the interior point method discussed in Chapter 4, it became apparent that the accuracy produced by using centered differencing O(h2 ) was
adequate in validating IP Optimizer results against results from other works. With
adequate accuracy achieved, the next goal was to reduce the runtime as much as possible, which meant reducing the amount of function evaluations as much as possible,
while maintaining this accuracy. Centered difference formulas are unique in that they
achieve O(h2 ) accuracy while requiring less function evaluations than other methods
that achieve this same accuracy.
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3.1.2

Complex-Step Finite Differencing

The fundamental process of complex-step finite differencing is similar to traditional
finite differencing except that the perturbation is a complex value, ih, for instance.
The derivation is similar to traditional finite differencing, again using the Taylor series
approximation to the function. This is shown in Eq. 3.12 with a complex perturbation
ih [16]. Taking the imaginary terms from this equation, rearranging the terms, and
truncating produces Eq. 3.13 [16]. This method is second-order accurate O(h2 ) as
before, but it has two distinct advantages associated with it over traditional finite
differencing [16]. The first advantage is that there is only one function evaluation
needed to obtain the derivative, whereas traditional centered difference needed two
function evaluations. This would reduce the computation time by half if it were not for
some added computation time needed to handle the imaginary values. Regardless,
there is still a significant decrease in computational effort with the complex-step
method. The second main advantage is that there is no longer a differencing operation
occurring as there is with the traditional centered differencing formula. Error in the
final derivative can stem from two sources, truncation error, which is what has been
discussed up to this point, and roundoff error [16]. Roundoff error stems from storing
a double precision floating point value in memory. 64-bit systems are only accurate up
to their machine precision which is typically O(10−16 ) [16]. When subtraction occurs,
the roundoff error is magnified because the difference between two numbers that vary
by an amount that can’t accurately be represented by a double precision value, results
in a less accurate output. This entire issue is circumvented when differencing does
not occur, which is the case with complex-step finite differencing for first derivatives.

f (x+ih) = f (x)+f 0 (x)(ih)−

f (n) (x)
f 00 (x) 2 f 000 (x)
(h) −
i(h)3 +. . .+
(ih)n +. . . (3.12)
2!
3!
n!
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∂f (~x)
=(f ([x1 + ih x2 . . . xn ]| ))
≈
∂x1
h

(3.13)

The primary downside to using this method is that f (~x) must be able to handle
complex values. This is not a problem for functions that contain normal mathematical expressions. This becomes an issue if f (~x) were to call another function that is not
expecting a complex value. One example is The Navigation and Ancillary Information Facility’s (NAIF) library called SPICE, along with SPICE kernels, which contain
spacecraft and planetary body information. Traditional finite differencing must be
used if data from SPICE is to be queried by functions that must be differentiated.
Interpolating a table of values would also cause issues for complex step finite differencing because interpolation routines would not necessarily know how to handle the
incoming complex values. The results shown in Chapter 6 do not depend on SPICE
calls or table lookups, but this downside is still acknowledged for future work.
The derivation for the second derivative consists of looking at the real terms of Eq.
3.12 instead of the complex terms. Doing so and solving for f 00 (x) produces Eq. 3.14,
which is also accurate to the second-order [16].The benefits of decreased roundoff
error from not subtracting are no longer present in the second derivative formula.
Fortunately, the speed benefits still remain because only two function evaluations are
required compared to three or four in the traditional finite differencing case. This
formula, however, will only work for the diagonal terms of the Hessian. The off
diagonal terms containing mixed partials require a different formula to be obtained.

f 00 (x) =

2
[f (x) − <{f (x + ih)}]
h2

(3.14)

Figure 3.1 shows the pseudocode for the process of creating a Hessian by using
complex-step finite differencing [16]. The first section of the pseudocode fills in the
diagonal elements with Eq. 3.14. Obtaining the off diagonal elements is more involved
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and requires several loops with double summation notation [16]. In this algorithm,
only a single Hessian is being solved for, so m = 1 and f~ = f and the first loop
is only run through once. φ + λ is the number of variables in ~x and φ increases
every iteration in an inner loop and λ increases every iteration in an outer loop. The
Hessian is symmetric so only the values in the upper triangular section of the matrix
are calculated and then copied across the diagonal to the lower triangular section of
the matrix.
IP Optimizer allows for the option between traditional finite differencing or complexstep finite differencing. For applications with function calls that don’t recognize complex parameters, traditional finite differencing is preferred. In all other cases, the
increased accuracy and decreased computation time makes complex-step finite differencing the preferred option.

3.2

Analytical

To round off the discussion of obtaining first and second derivatives, this section
overviews the analytical derivative process.
Analytical derivatives only require one function evaluation and that function evaluation is of the derivative itself, rather than the function f (~x). None of the validation
or results discussed in later chapters use analytical derivatives, but the option and
framework exists in IP Optimizer to have the users specify the derivatives themselves.
This can be done by evaluating the derivative by hand and then transfering the results into coded functions or, as mentioned previously, using a utility like MATLAB’s
Symbolic Math Toolbox to determine the symbolic derivative of a specific function.
This process is usually trivial for the gradient of the objective function, but doing
this for the Jacobian and Hessian results in many analytical derivatives that must be
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Figure 3.1: Pseudocode For Obtaining the Hessian Using Complex-Step
Finite Differencing [16]
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manually coded due to the numerous path constraints that ensure that the problem
dynamics are adhered to.
Regardless, if analytical derivatives are used, the computation times required to
create the Jacobian and Hessian at each iteration are drastically reduced. This makes
the routine run orders of magnitude faster at the expense of significant formulation
work by the user. This must also be performed individually for each problem formulation, whereas traditional and complex-step finite differencing methods are universal
to all problem formulations that are continuous and smooth.
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Chapter 4
INTERIOR POINT METHOD

Literature uses the terminology interior point method and barrier method interchangeably, but this work will refer to this method universally as interior point method. The
fundamentals of the interior point method presented in this work can be found in
Numerical Optimization by Nocedal and Wright [22]. The primary benefit of interior
point methods over other nonlinear programming methods is that they have been
proven to be faster on large problems, where the number of decision variables is large
[22]. This means that interior point methods can solve the same problem in less time
than other NLP methods. Faster methods are preferred because they can be run
more times in the same amount of time as other methods, which means they can
more efficiently explore the trade space and parameter sensitivities. Interior point
methods are unique in that they handle inequality constraints by introducing another set of decision variables called the slack parameters and the barrier parameter.
This fundamental difference between this method and others like SQP, that often use
active-set methods, will be discussed first. Afterwards, the KKT conditions will be
presented along with how they are applied to produce search directions for all the
decision variables. Within this discussion, the methods for parameter initialization as
well as the algorithm exit criteria will be introduced. Because the linearized system
that is solved by the KKT conditions can occasionally be hindered by a singular matrix that needs to be inverted, a regularization process that solves this issue will then
be explored. Next, a line search procedure that defines the optimal step length along
the search direction will be discussed. Lastly, the merit function will be discussed
along with its role in the line search.
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4.1

Barrier Parameter and Slack Variables

In Chapter 1, the set of equations Eqs. 1.6 were introduced as the general formulation
of an optimization problem. In the context of interior point optimization, these
equations take on a slightly different form which is shown in Eqs. 4.1 [22]. The
objective function f has an output of 1-dimension (scalar) with the input of ~x which
is n-dimensional. If there are m equality constraints cE , then ~cE is m-dimensional
and if there are l inequality constraints cI , then both ~cI and ~s are l-dimensional. This
new form introduces another set of variables ~s that represent slack variables, which
must also be solved for. This increases the size of the problem dimension by l from
what it was originally. Constraints that were once inequality constraints have now
been transformed into equality constraints. The slack variables being constrained to
be non-negative along with Eq. 4.1c is equivalent to Eq. 1.6c. This is apparent if ~s is
added to both sides of Eq. 4.1c and it is also said to be non-negative [22]. Therefore,
~cI (~x) is also non-negative as intended. It is important to note that the key difference
between Eqs. 1.6 and Eqs. 4.1 is that the latter has inequality constraints applied
to l individual variables that represent scalars, whereas the former has inequality
constraints applied to individual variables that represent equations.

min f (~x) − µ

~
x, ~s∈<n

l
X

ln(si )

(4.1a)

~cE (~x) = 0,

(4.1b)

~cI (~x) − ~s = 0,

(4.1c)

~s ≥ 0.

(4.1d)

i=1

subject to

Interior point optimization also introduces the concept of a barrier parameter µ
[22]. This strictly positive scalar variable is set initially to some nonzero value. The
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introduction of this new parameter requires that the overall structure of the algorithm
be explained first. Once various parameters and variables have been initialized, which
will be discussed further in a future subsection, the interior point method enters a
nested while loop. The outer loop continues until µ reaches zero to within a specified
tolerance [22]. Each iteration of the outer loop decreases µ by a specified amount
that will be elaborated upon later as well. The inner loop continues until the norm of
the search direction for all the decision variables is less then some specified tolerance
near zero. The inner loop also has a maximum number of iterations allowed. When
this maximum is reached the inner loop is exited. This same behavior exists for the
outer loop except if this limit is reached, the solution found is not valid [22].
The purpose of the barrier parameter term in Eq. 4.1a is to bound the slack
variables away from zero [22]. This is because Eq. 4.1d is not explicitily enforced,
but rather it is implicitly enforced by this barrier parameter term in the augmented
objective function. Including this term has the same effect as enforcing Eq. 4.1d
because the minimization process will tend to drive the slack variables away from
zero [22]. The interior point approach consists of finding approximate solutions to
Eq. 4.1 for a sequence of positive barrier parameters that eventually converges to
zero as the outer loop iterates. Once µ reaches zero the inequality constraints are
said to be satisfied and the second term in Eq. 4.1a is zero as well and the original
objective function is recovered [22].
Once the KKT conditions of optimality are satisfied and the inner loop ends, the
only change that occurs in the outer loop before the inner loop begins again is that
the barrier parameter is reduced by some amount. Reducing the barrier parameter by
using an adaptive strategy is shown in Eq. 4.2 [22]. This method, unlike the FiaccoMcCormick approach, which reduces µ at a constant rate each iteration, allows µ to
reflect the scale of the problem [22]. In Eq. 4.2, a common strategy for choosing σ
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is given in Eq. 4.3 [22]. Using this formulation, the barrier parameter will always
decrease by a factor of at least 0.8, but if the individual products of each slack variable
and their corresponding Lagrange multiplier are near the average product then ξ ≈ 1
and the barrier parameter is reduced more aggressively [22].

µk+1 = σk

3
1 − ξk
σk = 0.1min 0.05
,2 ,
ξk

4.2

s|k zk
l
where

(4.2)

ξk =

lmini [sk ]i [zk ]i
s|k zx

(4.3)

Karush-Kuhn Tucker (KKT)

The goal of this section is to derive and define the KKT system which is the foundation
for most nonlinear programming optimization. Newton’s method is used throughout
this section and a description of this method in the context of constraints and objective
functions can be found in Appendix E. Newton’s method is applied to the Lagrangian
that combines constraints and the objective function into a single function. Through
rearranging the terms of the equations that will be produced from this, the KKT
system will be formed. This process shows how this system results in a search direction
that moves towards a local optimum.
First, only equality constraintsare examined and the process is defined, then inequality constraints are added. The derivative of the Lagrangian as defined in Eq. 1.7
with respect to the decision variables and with respect to the Lagrange multipliers
is set equal to zero. This is displayed in Eq. 4.4 and Eq. 4.5, respectively [5]. For
Eq. 4.4, the first term on the right side is the gradient of f with respect to ~x and the
second term is the Lagrange multipliers multiplied by the Jacobian of the constraints
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with respect to ~x. Fulfilling both of these equations ensures that the constraints are
fulfilled and an optimum point has been found [5]. To ensure that a minimum is
found, it is helpfull to also find the Hessian of the Lagrangian with respect to ~x [5].
Specifying that the Hessian must be positive definite is the sufficient condition that
ensures that the optimum found is in fact a minimum.
df (~x) ~ | d~c(~x)
dL
=
−λ
=0
d~x
d~x
d~x

(4.4)

dL
= −~c(~x) = 0
d~λ

(4.5)

Then, Newton’s method is applied to these equations to develop a system that
produces search directions for both the decision variables and the Lagrange multipliers. The first step is to expand Eq. 4.4 and Eq. 4.5 into their Taylor series equivalent
about the point ~x and ~λ and truncate higher order terms [5]. To simplify these equations when they are put into matrix form in Eq. 4.8, the gradient of f (~x) will be
shown as ∇f , the Jacobian of ~c(~x) will be shown as A, the Hessian of L will be shown
as ∇2xx L, and the search directions for ~x and ~λ will be p~x and p~λ , respectively [5].

0=

d~c(~x) | ~ ~
df (~x) ~ | d~c(~x) d2 L(~x)
~x̄ − ~x) −
−λ
+
(
(λ̄ − λ)
d~x
d~x
d~x2
d~x
d~c(~x)
(~x̄ − ~x)
d~x

  

2
|
|~
∇xx L −A  p~x  −∇f + A λ

  = 

A
0
p~λ
−~c(~x)
0 = −~c(~x) −

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

By using Newton’s method, Taylor series expansions, and the Lagrangian, a system of equations has been produced that when solved produces search directions
towards a local minimum if ∇2xx L is positive definite. This is known as the KKT
system. Solving this recursively will get closer and closer to the local minimum until
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some tolerance is met. The next step is to extend this system to include inequality
constraints and the slack variables.
To begin, the previous Lagrangian is modified to include inequality constraints and
their respective Lagrange multipliers. To avoid confusion, the Lagrange multipliers
will no longer be labeled ~λ but instead ~y for those associated with equality constraints
and ~z for those associated with inequality constraints altered with the slack variables
[22]. This new Lagrangian is shown in Eq. 4.9, which takes the place of the objective
function f (~x) in Eq. 4.1a [22]. Before, the gradient of the Lagrangian was taken with
respect to the decision variables and the Lagrange multipliers. Now, the gradient of
the Lagrangian augmented by the second term in Eq. 4.1a is found with respect to
the decision variables, the equality and inequality Lagrange multipliers, and the slack
variables [22]. These gradients are set equal to zero and expanded in a Taylor series,
again truncating higher order terms and rearranging. This results in the system of
equations shown in 4.10, where S and Z are diagonal matrices with their diagonals
the elements of ~s and ~z, respectively [22]. The vector ~e is a column vector of ones
and I is the identity matrix.

L(~x, ~s, ~y , ~z) = f (~x) − ~y |~cE (~x) − ~z| (~cI (~x) − ~s)

(4.9)

The second row of Eq. 4.10 requires an extra step to get it into the form shown
in 4.10, that the other rows do not require [22]. The right side of Eq. 4.10 is simply
the negated gradient of Eq. 4.9 augmented with the the barrier parameter term from
Eq. 4.1a with respect to the decision variables (row 1), the slack variables (row 2),
the equality constraint Lagrange multipliers (row 3), and the inequality constraint
Lagrange multipliers (row 4) [22]. Upon further inspection, it is shown that this
negated gradient with respect to the slack variables is shown in Eq. 4.11, rewriting
the barrier parameter term to be in matrix form rather than summation notation.
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Multiplying both sides of Eq. 4.11 by S yields the equation on the right side of the
second row of Eq. 4.10, as expected [22].


∇2 L
 xx

0

 0
Z



AE (~x) 0

AI (~x) −I

−A|E (~x)

 



|
|
−∇f + AE (~x)~y + AI (~x)~z


  

  p~s  

−S~
z
+
µ~
e

  
  = 

  

−~cE (~x)
 p~y  

  

p~z
−~cI (~x) + ~s

−A|I (~x)
p~
  x

0

S

0

0

0

0

∇s (−µ~e| [ln(s1 ) ln(s2 ) · · · ln(sl )]) = µ~e| S −1 − ~z = 0

(4.10)

(4.11)

The KKT system has now been shown for the interior point application of an
optimization problem. The last step before this system is in the form that will be
used is to make the matrix on the left of Eq. 4.10 be symmetric [22]. This is required
because this matrix will need to be inverted every iteration. Linear solvers can take
advantage of matrix symmetry to speed up the inversion process. Making this matrix
symmetric only requires a few changes. First, looking at the first row Jacobians
−A|E (~x) and −A|I (~x), the minus sign is moved over to the search direction p~y and p~z
[22]. The only other change that needs to be made is that the second row needs to
be multiplied on both sides by −S −1 . Doing so produces the system in Eq. 4.12 [22].
This is the final symmetric form of the system that will be solved on each iteration
through the nested while loop. Solving this system results in the search direction for
each of the variables, which is then used by a line search algorithm to determine the
distance along this direction that will be applied to the original variable. Now that
the linear system has been developed, some of the details such as initialization and
exit criteria will be explored.
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∇2 L
 xx

0

 0
−S −1 Z



0
AE (~x)

AI (~x)
−I

4.2.1

A|E (~x)
0
0
0





|
|
p~x
−∇f + AE (~x)~y + AI (~x)~z
 


 

−1
 p~s  

−I 
~
z
+
µS
~
e

 

=

 


 

0  −~py  
−~cE (~x)


 

0
−~pz
−~cI (~x) + ~s

A|I (~x)




(4.12)

Initialization

The total set of variables that is being modified each iteration of the interior point
method consists of the decision variables which include the state, control, and possibly
initial and terminal times, both sets of Lagrange multipliers, one for the equality
constraints and one for the inequality constraints, and the slack variables. This total
set of variables will be refered to as ~b. Because the linear system previously discussed
only produces search directions, the first iteration must have an initial guess of what
each variable in ~b must be. This means there must be a process of estimating the
state, control, initial and final times, Lagrange multipliers, and slack variables. The
process for each of these variables is different and will now be discussed.
For the state, control, and initial and terminal times, the process of variable
initialization is ad hoc. Through testing IP Optimizer, it has been found that the
success of the routine is more dependent on the initial guess used as the search space
grows in size. Simple functions of low dimension normally do not show sensitivities to
the initial guess, but large dynamical problems like low-thrust spacecraft trajectories
do show sensitvities to the initial guess. For instance, using an initial guess of all zeros
for the decision variables usually results in the routine eventually failing because the
norm of the gradient of the Lagrangian grows significantly, without bound. This
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makes it so the regularization parameter, to be discussed in the next section, grows
to the point where it cannot be used with double precision computing, causing a
crash. For spacecraft trajectory optimization, an ad hoc procedure has been developed
that consists of using a constant tangential thrust state and control that intersects
the radial component of the terminal constraint. This is done by integrating the
equations of motion once before entering the routine to create the initial guess. This
works for the trajectories that have been tested to this point but it may not work for
other trajectories. For this reason, a good initial guess is as close as possible to the
trajectory and control history of the trajectory that minimizes the Lagrangian. This
requires prior knowledge of what the solution is. If continuous tangential thrusting
results in a variable overload error for the regularization parameter, the user must
alter the initial guess so that it may be closer to the true solution.
Unlike for the decision variables, finding a valid solution is not sensitive to the
initial guess of the Lagrange multipliers or slack variables. For determining the initial
guess of the slack variables, the inequality constraints are evaluated using the initial
guess of the decision variables [22]. If the evaluation results in a positive number
then the slack variable for that specific constraint is set to that positive number. If
the evaluation results in a negative number or zero the slack variable is set to some
tolerance sufficiently close to zero such as 10−6 [22].
There are a lot of other parameters that the interior point routine uses to guide
the search direction, most of which are incorporated in the line search. For this
reason, the discussion on what value these parameters take on is delayed until the
entire interior point method has been discussed.
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4.2.2

Exit Criteria

As stated before, the goal of the interior point routine is to find the point where the
gradient of the augmented Lagrangian is to within some tolerance of zero with respect
to all the variables in ~b. This satisfies the necessary conditions for a minimum and
the regularization step ensures that the matrix is positive definite and therefore the
sufficient condition for a local minimum is satisfied. Therefore, on every iteration,
whether on the inner or outer loop, these values are evaluated and the norm of each
is taken to see if it is within this tolerance. If it is and this evaluation is on the inner
loop the barrier parameter is altered and the inner loop begins again. If it is and this
evaluation is on the outer loop then the routine ends and a solution has been found.
The only other way the routine will end is if the maximum total number of iterations
is reached, which is predefined by the user as a parameter.

4.3

Regularization

It is not uncommon for the linear system in Eq. 4.12 to be singular and, therefore,
not invertible. There are many ways of slightly modifying the matrix on the right of
Eq. 4.12 to ensure that it is non-singular. The method that this work adopted is to
perform a process called regularization. Regularization can be performed to make a
matrix invertible or it can be performed to better scale a matrix, both of which are
used in this work [22]. First, determining whether the matrix is singular or badly
scaled is discussed and then the process of correction is discussed.
The linear system Eq. 4.12 takes on the familiar form A~x = ~b. For this reason,
the matrix on the far left of Eq. 4.12 will be refered to as A for this section, not
to be confused with the Jacobian. To determine if A is singular or badly scaled,
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the eigenvalues of A must be determined [22]. The act of finding the eigenvalues of
a matrix is a common linear algebra task and will not be explained further. Once
these eigenvalues have been determined, the condition number is calculated. This is
done by dividing the smallest magnitude of eigenvalue by the largest magnitude of
eigenvalue. If the condition number is smaller than some predefined tolerance, which
is usually set on the order of the machine epsilon  = 10−16 , then regularization is
needed [22].
For the discussion of ensuring that A is invertible, the concept of matrix inertia
must be discussed first. The inertia of a matrix is the set of three numbers that tell
how many positive, negative, and zero eigenvalues there are [22]. The upper right
two rows and columns of A are examined to see if they are positive definite or not.
The term S −1 Z is positive definite by construction but ∇2xx L can be negative [22]. If
the inertia of the upper two rows and columns of A is (n + l, l + m, 0), with n being
the number of decision variables, l the number of inequality constraints, and m the
number of equality constraints, then that matrix is positive definite [22]. It is unlikely
that zero will be one of the eigenvalues due to how double precision computing stores
values; if an eigenvalue is not positive, then it is negative. Therefore, a check if the
number of negative eigenvalues is equal to the number of equality constraints plus the
number of inequality constraints is all that is needed to determine if regularization
must occur due to A being singular.
The issue of a singular or ill-conditioned matrix can be resolved by adding some
value to some of the diagonal values of A. The process for determining this value, and
which diagonal indices it is added to, can be found in Appendix F. This process is
based on heuristics and it can always be used to solve these issues, but sometimes the
value that is added to the diagonal is so large that it erases the curvature information
from the second derivative.
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With the modifications thus described, the KKT system will always be invertible
and a slightly modified version of ∇2xx L will be positive definite, which ensures that
the local optimum being found is in fact a local minimum.

4.4

Line Search

Thus far, the procedure for calculating a new iterate of each of the values in ~b has been
described. Eq. 4.13 shows this update with each search direction p~ being found from
solving the KKT system [22]. This is where the concept of productivity is introduced.
A filter is developed that evaluates the progress of the objective function modified
by the barrier parameter, as well as the constraint violations. The update to ~x, ~s, ~y ,
and ~z should not be dominated by an increase in either of these two elements of the
filter [22]. This is a way of reconciling a multiobjective minimization process, where
constraints are implemented as one objective and the objective function minimization
is the other objective. With this being said, a step length α is introduced that modifies
the distance along p~ that the new iterate uses to modify the current iterate. Therefore,
Eq. 4.13 now become Eq. 4.14 [22].

~xk+1 = ~xk + p~x

(4.13a)

~sk+1 = ~sk + p~s

(4.13b)

~y k+1 = ~y k + p~y

(4.13c)

~zk+1 = ~zk + p~z

(4.13d)
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~xk+1 = ~xk + αx p~x

(4.14a)

~sk+1 = ~sk + αs p~s

(4.14b)

~y k+1 = ~y k + αy p~y

(4.14c)

~zk+1 = ~zk + αz p~z

(4.14d)

The goal is now to determine each α such that the new iterate is productive
in both decreasing the objective function and fulfilling the constraints. To achieve
this, an upper bound is first set on αs and αz to prevent ~s and ~z from approaching
their lower bound of zero too quickly. This is important because a step length near
zero results in minimal progress towards the solution. A backtracking line search
is performed where α is iteratively decreased by a small amount each time until a
sufficient decrease of the merit function has been obtained [22]. The process for
bounding αs and αz will be discussed first followed by more details on the merit
function.

4.4.1

Golden-Section Search

Because the goal of bounding αs and αz is to prevent ~s and ~z from approaching
their lower bound of zero too quickly, a condition called “the fraction to the boundary
rule” is introduced [22]. This condition is shown in Eq. 4.15 for both αs and αz [22].
A typical parameter for τ is 0.995 [22]. These equations effectively maximize α on an
interval between zero and one such that the new iteration is greater than or equal to
0.5 percent of the current iteration [22]. This format of maximization problem within
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a specified interval is common, and one popular technique for finding this maximum
is called the Golden-section search [14].

αsmax = max{α ∈ (0, 1] : s + αps ≥ (1 − τ )s}

(4.15a)

αzmax = max{α ∈ (0, 1] : z + αpz ≥ (1 − τ )z}

(4.15b)

The Golden-section search takes the initial interval and successively narrows it
until a convergence on an optimum is obtained. This is performed using the golden
ratio, GR, shown in Eq. 4.17, which is the solution to the quadratic equation in Eq.
4.18 [14]. The following will look specifically at Eq. 4.15a, although the process is the
same for Eq. 4.15a [14]. The iterative algorithm begins with checking if the maximum
allowable value for α, one in this case, satisfies the inequality in Eq. 4.16 for all the
variables in ~s [14]. If this is the case, the search stops and αmax = 1. Otherwise,
a new, narrower interval is calculated between c and d where these new bounds are
shown in Eq. 4.18 [14]. If the inequality is not satisfied for any value in ~s, then the
new interval does not contain the solution and the next iteration’s upper bound b is
set equal to the previous lower bound d. If the inequality is satisfied for all values in ~s,
then the new interval does contain the solution and the next iteration’s lower bound
a is set equal to the previous lower bound d. Next, if the the upper bound c is less
than the old lower bound a then the bound that was not changed in the previous step
stays the same as it was previously [14]. Otherwise, the inequality is again evaluated
but this time with the new upper bound c instead of d. If the inequality does not
hold for any value in ~s the next iteration’s upper bound b is set equal to the upper
bound c. If the inequality holds for all values in ~s then the next iteration’s lower
bound a is set equal to the upper bound c. The interval is again narrowed using Eq.
4.19 and the process is repeated until the interval is less then the machine epsilon 
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[14]. At this point a maximum for α is said to be determined. This process can be
seen in Figure 4.1.

√
1+ 5
≈ 1.62
GR =
2

(4.16)

x2 − x − 1 = 0

(4.17)

b−a
GR
b−a
d=a+
GR
c=b−

Figure 4.1: Flowchart illustrating the Golden-section search
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(4.18a)
(4.18b)

4.4.2

Merit Function

The concept behind merit functions is assessing the productivity of the nonlinear
programming progress. If an iterate is generated that reduces the objective function
but increases the constraint violations, the merit function helps decide if this iterate
should be accepted. Some nonlinear programming techniques will first find a feasible
iterate and then all subsequent iterates are also feasible. The interior point method
used here allows iterates to disregard the constraints at any step of the process besides
the final step. For this reason, a process for assessing the quality of each step is needed.
The most popular choice of merit function for nonlinear programming is the l1
penalty function described in Eq. 4.19 [22]. This assesses the objective function
augmented with the barrier parameter term, and the l1 norm of the equality and
inequality constraints [22]. The l1 norm is the sum of the absolute value of each component in the vector as shown in Eq. 4.20 [22]. The new parameter ν represents the
penalty parameter which must be chosen such that the weight of constraint violations
is equally balanced with progress towards the minimum of the objective function. To
do this, the directional derivative of the merit function Dφ in the direction of the
proposed modification must be obtained, as shown in Eq. 4.21 [22]. The goal is to
produce a sufficient decrease in the merit function by fulfilling the inequality condition in Eq. 4.22 [22]. By successively evaluating this inequality for decreasing values
of α, a sufficient decrease in the merit function will be reached or the search direction
will prove to be unreliable to machine precision and the routine will end. The former
means that the final α used can be applied in Eqs. 4.14 to determine the new iterate
~xk+1 and the latter means that the problem formulation is incorrect in some way [22].

φ(~x, ~s) = f (~x) − µ

l
X

ln(si ) + νk~cE (~x)k1 + νk~cI (~x) − ~sk1

i=1
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(4.19)

kf~(~x)k1 =

m
X

|fi (~x)|

(4.20)

i=1
|

Dφ(~x, ~s, p~) = ∇f p~x −µ~se p~s +νk~cE (~x)k1 +νk~cI (~x)−~sk1
|



1
1 1
···
se =
s1 s2
sl



φ(~x + αs p~x , ~s + αs p~s ) ≤ φ(~x, ~s) + ηαs Dφ(~x, ~s, p~)

(4.21)
(4.22)

To determine ν, the directional derivative in Eq. 4.21 is desired to be sufficiently
negative [22]. A common practice is to take the directional derivative without the
barrier parameter term and set it to be less than some fraction ρ of the negated
constraint term in Eq. 4.21 [22]. This is done in Eq. 4.23 and can then be solved for
ν. Therefore, every time the KKT system is evaluated and the line search commences,
ν is checked to ensure it satisfies Eq. 4.23 [22]. If it does not satisfy Eq. 4.24, it is
adjusted so that it does satisfy this inequality and the line search begins [22].

Dφ(~x, ~s, p~) = ∇f | p~x − νk~cE (~x)k1 + νk~cI (~x) − ~sk1 ≤ −ρν(k~cE (~x)k1 + k~cI (~x)) (4.23)

ν≥

∇f | p~x
(1 − ρ)(k~cE (~x)k1 + k~cI (~x))

(4.24)

Merit functions can have the tendency to fail to converge rapidly because they
reject steps that make significant progress towards a solution [22]. This quality of
merit functions is called the Maratos effect and without intervention it can slow
the interior point routine by interfering with good steps that move away from the
solution. The way this will be solved for this application is to add in a second-order
correction p~ˆ, that decreases the constraints violation, as well as p~. At the beginning
of the line search, all the constraints are evaluated with the current iterate and they
are evaluated again with the search direction applied to the current iterate. If the
feasibility decreases with the modification to the current iterate, then the second
order correction is determined [22]. The second-order correction is determined from
the equation shown in Eq. 4.25, where A is the Jacobian of the equality constraints
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concatenated with the Jacobian of the inequality constraints. Solving for p~ˆ in this
equation yields Eq. 4.26 [22]. This extra correction is applied before the backtracking
line search and if the merit function does not decrease sufficiently by fulfilling Eq.
4.22 then the second-order correction is discarded. Then, the previous process of
continuously decreasing α and evaluating Eq. 4.22 is performed [22].

4.4.3

Ap~ˆ + ~c(~x + p~) = 0

(4.25)

p~ˆ = −A−1~c(~x + p~)

(4.26)

Summary

The methods described throughout this chapter describe an interior point method
that can find an optimal point with respect to all of the input variables. The chapter
began with a description of the nested loop structure of the routine as well as a description of the main differences between this nonlinear programming technique and
other techniques found in literature. This described the use of slack variables and a
barrier parameter to transform inequality constraints to equality constraints. Next,
the fundamental KKT system that is solved in a nonlinear programming problem was
derived to show that, when solved, a search direction is produced that makes progress
in minimizing an objective function while adhering to constraints. This derivation
required the discussion of the concept of Newton’s method for root finding and Taylor series for linearization. Once the primary step of creating and solving the KKT
system was discussed, the process of initializing the inputs of the loop was discussed.
Then, the exit criteria for the routine was described. Afterwards, the handling of a
singular matrix or ill-conditioned matrix was presented in a procedure of regulariza-
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tion. Lastly, the process of determining the step length along the search direction was
discussed. This consisted of discussing the Golden-section search method for determining the maximum step lengths αs and αz and discussing the merit function and
how it is used to ensure that progress is being made with respect to the constraints
and the objective function. This was the optimization aspect of the IP Optimizer,
that when combined with the collocation process of formulating dynamics into constraints, allows for the minimization of large low-thrust propulsion interplanetary
trajectories.
Throughout the description of the interior point routine, a variety of parameters have been referenced. These parameters are listed in Table 4.1, along with the
suggested default value for each. These are values that have been recommended
throughout literature and can vary depending on the specific problem formulation.
For most of the parameters in Table 4.1, choosing a different value will only affect
convergence rate and computational efficiency [22]. For this reason, these default
values are recommended and it will be shown in later sections that these parameters
are sufficient for the low-thrust spacecraft trajectory optimization application of IP
Optimizer.
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Table 4.1: List of Parameters Needed for the Interior Point Method in IP
Optimizer [22]
Parameter List
Variable Default
Name
Description
Value
h
10−8
Finite
Differencing Perturbation that modifies the inStep Size
puts to a function evaluation
µ
0.2
Barrier Parameter
Decreases each time the KKT
conditions are satisfied
ν
10.0
Penalty Parameter
Used in the merit function weight
to constraints a specific amount
ρ
0.1
Penalty Update Pa- Used to determine the penalty parameter
rameter each iteration
τ
0.995
Backtracking Parame- Amount by which the step size
ter
is decreased each time a sufficient
decrease is not obtained
−4
η
10
Armijo Rule Parame- Scaling factor for the directional
ter
derivative in the line search algorithm
β
0.4
Regularization Power Used to determine the augmentaFactor
tion to fix rank deficiency in regularization
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Chapter 5
VALIDATION

This chapter focuses on the test cases used in the construction of IP Optimizer. Each
test case will be introduced and discussed in the order in which they were used.
The routine was built in layers, beginning with unconstrained minimization, followed
by equality constrained minimization, followed by inequality constrained minimization, followed by inequality and equality constrained minimization, and then lastly
expanded to minimizization using collocation to discretize the dynamics. At each
of these layers the routine was validated against benchmark minimization problems
with known solutions. For testing the basic functionality at each of these layers, these
benchmark problems were solved multiple times with random initial starting points.
The details for each of these problems will now be discussed.
For all of the test cases in this section, a run was considered successful if the
objective function was within 10−8 of the known solution. This value was chosen
because it is large enough that machine precision errors will not impact a solution’s
accuracy, but it is also small enough that for the purposes of this paper the tolerance
can be considered a single point rather than region. The exit criteria for the interior
point method was also specified to be 10−8 for all of the future runs. This means that
once the gradient of the augmented Lagrangian with respect to all the variables in ~b
is less than or equal to 10−8 the current iterate will be considered a solution. This
tolerance was chosen for similar reasons as the previous tolerance. It is important to
note that this is only the exit criteria tolerance and this does not necessarily mean
that the decision variables will be within this tolerance of the actual solution upon
the routine’s completion.
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Lastly, the maximum amount of iterations for the inner loop was set to 5 and for
the outer loop was set to 1000. A goal of the interior point method is to successively
reduce the barrier parameter to eventually reach zero. The barrier parameter is only
updated on the outer loop. In all of the functions that were tested, it was observed
that convergence to the solution was quicker when the barrier parameter was updated
at a more frequent rate. This is the rationale for why 5 was chosen as the maximum
for the inner loop iterations. If the maximum for the outer loop is reached, then IP
Optimizer did not converge on a solution. For this reason, the outer loop maximum
was set high. With a high outer loop maximum, the user can be confident that if the
maximum is met, the solution is not achievable with the current problem formulation.
This never occurs for any of the test runs that were used in this work. These values are
ad hoc and the user can manipulate them to better suite his or her specific problem.
The tolerances and maximum iteration parameters discussed here are not only used
for these test cases but they are also used in Chapter 6.

5.1

Unconstrained

Starting with unconstrained optimization, a simple objective function, shown in Eq.
5.1, with a known minimum was chosen. This objective function is convex which
means that there is only one local minimum, which makes it the global minimum.
The interior point method was set up in a manner such that if constraints are absent
then the routine knows which rows and columns of the full KKT system to omit.

f (~x) = x21 − 4x1 + x22 − x2 − x1 x2

(5.1)

Table 5.1 shows the details of this specific test case, labeled Unconstrained Minimization Test Case 1. The first column shows the amount of runs performed with the
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objective function in Eq. 5.1. Each of these runs start at a random point sampled
about the known minimum, in this case x∗ = (3.0, 2.0). These points are randomly
selected to have a standard deviation of 10. The total amount of samples was chosen to be high enough to adequately capture a large variety of starting locations
for the initial guess. For the actual application of the interior point method, scaling and canonical units will be used such that the decision variables manipulated
by the routine will all be approximately on the same order. This is the reason the
standard deviation was chosen to be 10. This ensures that a majority of the initial
guesses will be on the same magnitude as the solution, with occasional outliers that
are farther away from the solution. Out of the total number of samples, all of the
solution objective values were within the predefined tolerance. Each run took an average of 1.097 × 10−3 seconds to obtain its solution, with an average objective error
of 3.965 × 10−16 . This shows that the solution was able to be found to within the
error introduced by double precision computing.
Table 5.1: Unconstrained
Number of Sampling
Successful
Runs
Standard
Runs (%)
Deviation
1000
10
100.0

Minimization Test Case 1
Time Per Run Average Objec(sec)
tive Error (Successful Runs)
−3
1.097 × 10
3.965 × 10−16

A single sample with the initial guess of x0 = (5.0, 0.0) was chosen randomly from
these results and displayed as Figure 5.1. This shows both a two-dimensional contour
plot of the objective function and a three-dimensional surface plot. It can be seen by
the single arrow that the routine only needed one iteration to successfully find the true
solution. This is reflected in the low average run time. Due to the convex nature of
this specifc objective function, the solution was accurately determined in each of the
1000 samples. This shows that the routine is able to handle unconstrained, convex,
two-dimensional problems well.
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Figure 5.1: Unconstrained Minimization Test Case 1 x0 = (5.0, 0.0)
For a second test case for unconstrained optimization, the Rosenbrock function was
used, which is well known as being a good test for optimization algorithms because it
has a large, relatively flat valley. This function is non-convex at higher dimensions but
it always has a minimum at x∗ = (1.0, 1.0, . . . , 1.0). The common two-dimensional
version is shown in Eq. 5.2 and the high dimension generalization is shown in Eq. 5.3,
where N is the number of dimensions. The two- and three-dimensional Rosenbrock
functions both only have one local minimum and therefore it is a global minimum.
Higher dimension versions have multiple local minimum. Two-, three-, and fourdimension Rosenbrock functions were tested here. The results of this test case are
shown in Table 5.2. It can be seen here that objective functions with multiple local
minimum result in a lower percentage for successful runs. This demonstrates that this
routine is not as effective at finding the global minimum out of many local minimums,
although the global minimum was found a majority of the time in these test cases.
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There is also a distinct runtime difference between the two-dimensional case and the
three-dimensional case with time per run increasing. For runs where the solution
was found, the errors were smaller than the errors resulting from double precision
computing. This shows that if the initial guess is such that the path that is taken
ends at the global minimum, it is found with high accuracy.

f (~x) = 100(x2 − x21 )2 + (1 − x0 )2

f (~x) =

N
−1
X

100(xi+1 − x2i )2 + (1 − xi )2

(5.2)

(5.3)

i=1

Table 5.2: Unconstrained Minimization Test Problem 2 (Rosenbrock)
Number of Sampling
Successful
Time Per Run Average ObjecRuns
Standard
Runs (%)
(sec)
tive Error (SucDeviation
cessful Runs)
2-D
1000
10
100.0
0.093
1.183 × 10−18
3-D
1000
10
100.0
0.155
1.217 × 10−18
4-D
1000
10
71.9
0.130
1.010 × 10−18

Test cases that are larger than two-dimensions are unable to be adequately visualized in a concise manner, which is why only the two-dimensional case is shown in
Figure 5.2. Again, a contour and a surface plot version of the Rosenbrock function
are shown, for one instance of a random initial guess x0 = (2.0, −2.0). This figure
shows the difference between a full step (black arrow) and a step modified by the line
search (red line). In contrast to the previous test case, this test case takes multiple
iterations to find the minimum.
Both unconstrained test cases proved that the interior point method developed
is able to easily find local minimum regardless of initial guess. The four-dimensional
Rosenbrock example was a case where more than one minimum existed and the re66

Figure 5.2: Unconstrained Minimization Test Case 2 (2-D Rosenbrock
Function) x0 = (2.0, −2.0)
sults showed that 71.9 percent of the time the routine found the global minimum
and the remaining 28.1 percent of the time the routine found a local minimum. This
is appropriate because in the description of this routine, there was no method mentioned for distinguishing between global and local minimum. This characteristic of
the interior point method is important if the low-thrust spacecraft trajectory search
space has multiple local minimum in the vicinity of the initial guess. This will be
discussed more in Chapter 6.

5.2

Equality Constrained

Now that the fundamental optimization process for unconstrained optimization has
been tested and validated for two test cases, equality constraints are introduced. Two
test cases validating the acknowledgement of equality constraints by the interior point
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method are presented. The first test case can be represented in a figure because it
is two-dimensional, but the second case will only be discussed through the numerical
results obtained because it is three-dimensional. The tolerances and max iterations
used previously are again used here.
The first test case deals with maximization rather than minimization. To handle these types of problems, the objective function is simply negated. The original
objective function to be maximized for this test case is shown in Eq. 5.4 and the
objective function that the routine takes in for minimization is this function negated.
The only equality constraint for this test case is shown in Eq. 5.5 and the solution to
√ √ 
the original problem is x∗ = 22 , 22 . The results of 1000 runs with random initial
guess are shown in Table 5.3. All 1000 runs found the solution to within the specified
tolerance, with the average error in the objective function on the order of 10−10 . It
is seen here that the average runtime for equality constrained optimization is longer
than unconstrained optimization.

f (~x) = x1 + x2

(5.4)

x21 + x22 = 1.0

(5.5)

Again, a random initial guess x0 = (−2.0, −1.0) was selected and the routine’s
Table 5.3: Equality Constrained Minimization Test Case 1
Number of Sampling
Successful
Time Per Run Average ObjecRuns
Standard
Runs (%)
(sec)
tive Error (SucDeviation
cessful Runs)
1000
10
100.0
0.673
3.543 × 10−10

path is shown in Figure 5.3. The black arrows are full step lengths and the red arrows
are steps that have had been modified by the line search. This shows an example
of the behavior that the routine exhibits when equality constraints are present. The
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cylinder on the right represents the circle constraint from Eq. 5.5. It is clear that the
routine is able to resolve the equality constraints with the objective function for this
test case.

Figure 5.3: Constrained Minimization Test Case 1 x0 = (−2.0, −1.0)

The second test case implemented to validate the ability of the interior point
method was one with an objective function shown in Eq. 5.6 and constraints shown


2.0
−3.0
7.0
∗
√
√
√
in Eqs. 5.7. The true solution to this test case is x =
, 13.0 , −2.0 + 13.0 .
13.0
Table 5.4 shows the results of 1000 runs of random initial guess. The results shown
here reflect the precision of the previous test case and the average run time is much
less as well. This shows that increasing the amount of constraints does not necessarily
increase the runtime of the routine. Rather, the specific shape and interaction between
the constraints and the objective function have a larger influence on the runtime.

f (~x) = 4x2 − 2x3
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(5.6)

2x1 − x2 − x3 = 2.0

(5.7a)

x21 + x22 = 1.0

(5.7b)

Both of these test cases are not meant to give a comprehensive look at how the
Table 5.4: Equality Constrained Minimization Test Case 2
Number of Sampling
Successful
Time Per Run Average ObjecRuns
Standard
Runs (%)
(sec)
tive Error (SucDeviation
cessful Runs)
1000
10
100.0
0.135
3.359 × 10−10
interior point method would handle any given combination of equality constraints.
These test cases’ purpose is to demonstrate that the routine that has been developed
is able to process equality constraints in a manner that produces the desired results.
The past two test cases validated that the equality constraints passed in to the routine
are being successfully adhered to.

5.3

Inequality Constrained

Next, a single test case that contains two inequality constraints and no equality
contraints was examined. The objective function for this test case is shown in Eq.
5.8 and the two inequality constraints are shown in Eqs. 5.9. The true minimum for

1.0
,
. The result
this set of objective function and inequality constraints is x∗ = 5.0
3.0 3.0
for 1000 runs is shown in Table 5.5. Unlike previous test cases, this test case was only
successful 74.8 percent of the time. This shows that adding inequality constraints
enlarges any sensitivities to the initial guess. In the unconstrained case of the fourdimensional Rosenbrock function the solutions that were not at the global minimum
sat at another local minimum. In this case the 25.2 percent of the runs that did
not converge on the correct solution were sporadically distributed, although they still
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passed the exit criteria. This means that local minimum can be more frequent when
introducing inequality constraints to the problem formulation. Like previous test
cases, the runs that did find the global minimum were accurate on the order of 10−10 .

f (~x) = (x1 − 2)2 + 2(x2 − 1)2

(5.8)

x1 + 4x2 ≤ 3

(5.9a)

x1 − x2 ≥ 0

(5.9b)

Table 5.5: Inequality Constrained Minimization Test Problem
Number of Sampling
Successful
Time Per Run Average ObjecRuns
Standard
Runs (%)
(sec)
tive Error (SucDeviation
cessful Runs)
1000
10
74.8
2.345
8.654 × 10−10

The visual representation of this test case can be seen in Figure 5.4 for a single
random initial guess of x0 = (−2.0, 2.0). The shaded areas of the contour plot show
where the inequality constraints are fulfilled (green), partially fulfilled (yellow), and
not fulfilled (red). These inqualities can also be seen again in the surface plot as the
red shaded planes. The path the routine takes can be seen once again with the red
and black arrows.
Although this test case had 252 runs out of 1000 that did not find the solution, it
is still considered a successful test case because a majority of the runs were successful.
The random nature of the initial guesses in these simple test cases does not reflect
how the initial guess will be chosen for the low-thrust spacecraft application of this
routine. By wisely choosing the initial guess to be in the region of the search space
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Figure 5.4:
(−2.0, 2.0)

Inequality Constrained Minimization Test Problem x0 =

that is attracted to the global minimum, the failed runs can be avoided in applications
of this routine that have a physical meaning.

5.4

Equality and Inequality Constrained

The last step before moving on to test cases of trajectory optimization, which is the
optimization of dynamical systems, was to combine both inequality constraints and
equality constraints in a simple test case. The objective function for this test case
can be seen in Eq. 5.10 with equality and inequality constraints in Eq. 5.11 and Eq.
5.12, respectively. This test case includes the full functionality of the interior point
method and the entire KKT system described in Chapter 4 is used, rather
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than omitting specific elements. The actual global minimum for this test case is

1.0 1.0
x∗ = 1.0
,
,
.
3.0 3.0 3.0
f (~x) = −x1 x2 x3

(5.10)

x1 + x2 + x3 = 1

(5.11)

x1 ≥ 0

(5.12a)

x2 ≥ 0

(5.12b)

x3 ≥ 0

(5.12c)

The results from 1000 runs with random initial guess are shown in Table 5.6. Each
run took an average of 1.380 seconds to finish and of the runs that were successful,
the average objective error of the found solution compared to the true solution was
on the order of 10−17 , which again is on the order of the error introduced by double
precision computing. Although a significant majority of the test cases were successful,
there were approximately 1.3 percent of the runs that were unsuccessful in finding
the global minimum and instead found some other local minimum. All of the runs
successfully exitted IP Optimizer, which means the first order optimality was met to
the given tolerance of 10−8 . This means that the runs that did not find the global
minimum either found a local minimum, or there is variation in the search space on
the order of 10−8 or lower. Although not all of the runs were successful, this test case
was still considered a success for the same reason that the inequality only test case
was considered successful.
All of the previous test cases show that IP Optimizer recognizes the presence or
absence of different types of constraints and can find the desired minimum a majority
of the time. The routine is sensitive to initial guess in some cases. For problems with
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Table 5.6: Equality and
lem
Number of Sampling
Runs
Standard
Deviation
1000
10

Inequality Constrained Minimization Test ProbSuccessful
Runs (%)

Time Per Run
(sec)

98.7

1.380

Average Objective Error (Successful Runs)
9.217 × 10−17

more constraints, it will be important to ensure that an appropriate initial guess is
used to avoid the issues seen in these last two test cases. If the program terminates
without resulting in an error message, the solution for that run has been found. Now
that the basic functionality has been tested and validated, the process of collocation was combined with the interior point method so that trajectory optimization
validation could be performed.

5.5

Collocation

This section will focus on validating the collocation capabilities of IP Optimizer.
All the previous test cases have had a small number of constraints, which results
in a small KKT system, Jacobian, and Hessian. Trajectory optimization includes
a single constraint for each state variable at each grid point, which greatly increase
the size of the KKT system, Jacobian, and Hessian, depending on how many grid
points are used and how many state variables there are. The Cart-Pole problem will
be replicated using IP Optimizer in an effort to validate it’s collocation capabilities
and it’s ability to handle large sparse matrices. Results from IP Optimizer will be
compared with the results from OptimTraj’s usage of fmincon. This will be performed
for two types of collocation method and two different objective functions. The test
case that minimizes the force applied to the cart will be discussed first, followed by
the test case that minimizes the time it takes to get to the final state.
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5.5.1

Minimum Force

The setup of the minimum-force problem will be described first. The objective function and the initial and final state are shown in Eq. 5.13. The objective function
is simply the discretized version of the integral of the force squared. The force is
squared to make a quadratic objective function, which exhibits better performance
than a linear objective function. The system parameters are defined as l = 0.5 m,
m1 = 2.0 kg, m2 = 0.5 kg, and g = 9.81

m
.
s2

Lastly, inequality constraints must be put

on the allowable force at each point. In this case, the force at each grid point was not
allowed to exceed 100 N in magnitude. This information along with the dynamics
discretized at each grid point to form the collocation constraints fully defines this
optimization test case. The initial guess for the state and control at each point is
needed as a starting point for the algorithm. This guess does not have to satisfy all of
the constraints, and in this case each state element was simply linearly interpolated
from its initial value to its final value. The initial guess of the control was set as
always being zero.
f (~x) =

N
X
h
k=1

2

u2k + u2k+1



(5.13a)

~x0 = [0 0 0 0]|

(5.13b)

~xf = [0.8m πrad 0 0]|

(5.13c)

Both collocation methods, trapezoid and Hermite-Simpson, were used in an effort
to compare their performance. Multiple grid point distributions were used such as
11, 21, 31, and 41 points. This was done to attempt to characterize the benefits
and disadvantages of using more or less sparcity in the discretization. Each run was
performed in the OptimTraj/fmincon software and again using IP Optimizer. The
results from both runs were then compared.
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The results in Table 5.7 show the final objective value of the resulting trajectory
after the force has been optimized for. This table shows that the IP Optimizer
trapezoid method matched with the OptimTraj/fmincon to a very high degree of
accuracy, with percent errors that are negligble. It can also be seen that the trapezoid
method’s objective value drops as more grid points are introduced, which means
that this methods apporoximation is overestimating rather than underestimating at
lower grid sizes. Unlike the trapezoid method, the Hermite-Simpson method between
OptimTraj/fmincon and IP Optimizer did not produce close results. Depending on
the amount of grid points used, IP Optimizer sometimes found a lower objective
value than OptimTraj/fmincon and sometimes the reverse was true. Besides the
run with 11 grid points, the IP Optimizer runs all found a lower objective value
than the OptimTraj/fmincon runs. Figure 5.5 shows the trajectory of the Cart-Pole
system for the 41 grid point run with Hermite Simpson as the collocation method.
Although the objective function has a large difference between IP Optimizer and
OptimTraj/fmincon, the trajectory itself is very similar with only minor variations.
Table 5.7: Minimum-Force Cart-Pole Test Case Objective Value (N 2 )
Trapezoid Method
11
Grid 21
Grid 31
Grid 41
Grid
Points
Points
Points
Points
fmincon/ Op- 234.194
232.997
229.066
227.602
timTraj
IP Optimizer 234.194
232.997
229.066
227.602
Error (%)
2.4 × 10−16
1.2 × 10−15
3.1 × 10−15
1.7 × 10−14
Hermite-Simpson Method
11
Grid 21
Grid 31
Grid 41
Grid
Points
Points
Points
Points
fmincon/ Op- 226.145
234.122
224.252
225.311
timTraj
IP Optimizer 261.557
216.713
203.465
203.852
Error (%)
13.5
8.0
10.2
10.5
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Figure 5.5: Minimum-Force Cart-Pole Trajectory Using 41 Grid Points
and Hermite-Simpson For Collocation
The time it takes to complete a run is also important in assessing the usefulness
of an optimization algorithm. These values for each run are shown in Table 5.8. It is
obvious that as the grid points become more dense, the computation time increases
with each addition of more points. It is also clear that IP Optimizer takes longer
than OptimTraj/fmincon for every run. This most likely has to do with efficiencies
that are being taken advantage of in fmincon that are not being taken advantage of in
IP Optimizer. This may include matrix factoring for the inversion process and only
calculating specific indexes of the Jacobian and Hessian, which are normally sparse.
For all the runs except for 41 grid points, the trapezoid method was between 2.0 to
46.0 percent quicker in converging to the solution than the Hermite-Simpson method.

Because the collocation performed here only approximates the dynamics using low
order integration schemes, it is useful to take the control history generated through
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Table 5.8: Minimum-Force Cart-Pole Test Case Runtimes (sec)
Trapezoid Method
11
Grid 21
Grid 31
Grid 41
Grid
Points
Points
Points
Points
fmincon/ Op- 0.505
1.414
2.423
3.642
timTraj
IP Optimizer 53.434
354.142
1.159 × 103
3.302 × 103
Hermite-Simpson Method
11
Grid 21
Grid 31
Grid 41
Grid
Points
Points
Points
Points
fmincon/ Op- 0.921
1.491
3.496
6.856
timTraj
IP Optimizer 77.989
361.342
1.313 × 103
2.848 × 103
optimization and then integrate the initial state with this same control history using
a high order integration scheme. This is done for both collocations methods using
both IP Optimizer and OptimTraj/fmincon results. The results when differencing the
trajectory generated by each optimization method and the trajectory generated by
Runge Kutta 4/5 are shown in Figure 5.6. The similarities of the trapezoid method
between IP Optimizer and OptimTraj/fmincon can be seen be seen in Figure 5.6, as
well. The Hermite-Simpson method has variations between IP Optimizer and OptimTraj/fmincon and it is clear that the dynamics are not accurately being represented
by this collocation method. Even the OptimTraj/fmincon errors start to ramp up
towards the end of the trajectory to the point that the angular displacement is off
by approximately 30 degrees, which is significant. From these results it is clear that
the trapezoid method is approximating the dynamics much more accurately than the
Hermite-Simpson method. For this reason the remaining results for this test case will
focus primarily on the trapezoid method.
Increasing the grid resolution does not change the overall behavior of the solution.
This can be seen in Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8. The overall shape of the trajectory
and control is maintained, with slight variations as the grid becomes more fine. It can
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Figure 5.6: Minimum-Force Error Between Trajectory From Optimization
and Trajectory From Optimized Control History Integrated By Runge
Kutta 4/5 With 41 Grid Points
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also be seen that the coarser grid overestimates the force compared to the finer grids
by looking at the area between the 41 grid control history and the 11 grid control
history. There is more area between these two control histories when the coarser grid
is using more force than when it is using less force. This is confirms the decreasing
objective value trend seen in Table 5.7.

Figure 5.7: Minimum-Force Cart-Pole State Using Trapezoid Collocation

Lastly, the objective of IP Optimizer is to perform optimization similar to how
fmincon implements its interior point method and to perform collocation similar to
how OptimTraj implements collocation. Figure 5.9 shows that the state and control
that was output from IP Optimizer is similar to the state and control output from
OptimTraj/fmincon, with differences less than 10−5 throughout the entire trajectory.
This is validation that the collocation process and interior point method are working
as expected for minimizing the applied force in this specific problem formulation.
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Figure 5.8: Minimum-Force Cart-Pole Control Using Trapezoid Collocation

Figure 5.9: Minimum-Force Difference Between IP Optimizer and OptimTraj/fmincon Results For Trapezoid Method With 41 Grid Points
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5.5.2

Minimum Time

The setup of the minimum-time test case will now be described. This is similar to the
minimum-force test case but with a few differences. Previously, the decision variables
were the state and control at each time step. For this test case, the final time will be
added to this set so that the IP Optimizer will be able to adjust it to find its minimum.
The objective function and the initial and final state are shown in Eqs. 5.14. Here,
the only changes are the objective function and the final horizontal distance. The
system parameters are defined the same as the previous test case. In this case, the
force at each grid point was not allowed to exceed 50 N in magnitude. This value
was chosen such that the applied force maintained a realistic upper bound, while
also maintaining enough control authority to produce a feasible solution. Unlike
the previous test case, this test case now has control over the final time. For this
reason another inequality constraint must be placed on the final time such that it
remains positive. IP Optimizer does not know which variables’ physical meanings
restrict them to being non-negative, which is why this must be explicitly enforced in
an inequality constraint. Again, this information along with the collocated dynamics
constraints at each grid point fully defines this optimization test case. The initial
guess for the state and control at each point is needed as a starting point for the
algorithm. The initial guess was decided to be a linear interpolation from the initial
to final state constraints and a static control of zero for each grid point. This initial
guess is somewhat arbitrary and it can be changed. Doing so may result in faster or
slower convergence of the IP Optimizer.

f (~x) = tf

(5.14a)

~x0 = [0 0 0 0]|

(5.14b)
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~xf = [1.0m πrad 0 0]|

(5.14c)

Even though Hermite-Simpson was shown in the last test case to not do as well
as the trapezoid method at approximating the dynamics, it is still used along with
the trapezoid method for the minimum-time test case. Minimum time problems often
result in a control time history that takes on the maximum or minimum allowable
value. This is often referred to as a switching function, which is a discontinuity
in the control time history. These types of discontinuties are not easy for gradientbased optimization methods to approximate. For this reason, these types of problems
typically have much longer run times than minimum-force problems for the same grid
distribution. This test case only observed the differences in results for 11, 21, and 31
grid points, which were adequate in observing the trends expected.
The results in Table 5.9 show the final objective value of the resulting trajectory
after the final time has been minimized. This shows that the trapezoid and the
Hermite-Simpson methods both matched OptimTraj/fmincon’s final objective value
almost exactly. The trapezoid method shows a decrease in the objective value as
the grid point spacing becomes smaller and the Hermite-Simpson method does not
exhibit this same behavior. This difference in behaviors can be explained by how each
method approximates the dynamics. The trapezoid method will either overestimate or
underestimate the cost function and whichever one it is will be constistent regardless
of grid spacing. This is because this method is simply averaging the rate of change
at each consecutive set of grid points. On the other hand, the Hermite-Simpson
approximates the state by fitting a third-order polynomial to it by satisfying the
midpoint constraint. This difference of including more information is why there is
no solely decreasing or solely increasing trend for the Hermite-Simpson method with
decreasing grid spacing. Figure 5.10 shows the trajectory of the Cart-Pole system for
the 31 grid point run with trapezoid as the collocation method. There is practically
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no difference between OptimTraj/fmincon’s results and IP Optimizer’s results, as can
be seen from the overlapping nature of the trajectory.
Table 5.9: Minimum-Time Cart-Pole Test Case
Trapezoid Method
11 Grid Points
21 Grid Points
fmincon/ Op- 1.161
1.116
timTraj
IP Optimizer 1.161
1.116
−8
Error (%)
5.9 × 10
2.2 × 10−7
Hermite-Simpson Method
11 Grid Points
21 Grid Points
fmincon/ Op- 1.112
1.105
timTraj
IP Optimizer 1.112
1.105
−7
Error (%)
6.7 × 10
1.9 × 10−10

Objective Value (sec)
31 Grid Points
1.112
1.112
2.5 × 10−10
31 Grid Points
1.108
1.108
1.7 × 10−8

Figure 5.10: Minimum Time Cart-Pole Trajectory Using 31 Grid Points
and Trapezoid For Collocation
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The different runtimes for each of the minimum time test cases can be seen in
Table 5.10. It is obvious that the IP Optimizer takes longer to converge than OptimTraj/fmincon. This is for similar efficiency reasons as discussed in the previous test
case. It is important to note that the difference in objective value for the trapezoid
method from 11 grid points to 31 grid points resulted in a decrease of 4.2 percent.
This difference is associated with 52.6 times longer runtime. This shows that depending on the accuracy of the objective function that is desired, coarser grids may be an
adequate enough approximation with a shorter runtime.
Table 5.10: Minimum-Time Cart-Pole Test Case Runtimes (sec)
Trapezoid Method
11 Grid Points
21 Grid Points
31 Grid Points
fmincon/ Op- 2.130
8.341
23.190
timTraj
IP Optimizer 95.836
5.315 × 103
5.051 × 103
Hermite-Simpson Method
11 Grid Points
21 Grid Points
31 Grid Points
fmincon/ Op- 2.769
9.651
938.118
timTraj
IP Optimizer 2.303 × 103
2.286 × 103
3.66 × 104

As was done for the minimum-force test case, the control history for the highest
resolution grid was used to integrate the dynamics. The results are shown in Figure
5.11. It can be observed that optimized state in the Hermite-Simpson case does not
accurately reflect the state dynamics with errors in the distance quantity that go
above 1 m, for instance. The trapezoid method remains relatively accurate to the
state dynamics with errors that are bounded low. In this test case it appears that
OptimTraj/fmincon errors match the error from IP Optimizer when compared with
the state that is integrated with Runge Kutta 4/5.
Looking at the effect that increasing the grid resolution has on the resulting state,
Figure 5.12 shows that there is no drastic change in increasing the amount of grid
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Figure 5.11: Minimum-Time Error Between Trajectory From Optimization and Trajectory From Optimized Control History Integrated By Runge
Kutta 4/5 With 31 Grid Points
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points, but rather a refinement of the coarser solution. Figure 5.13 shows that the
control spends more time at the extremes as the grid becomes more fine. This shows
that the switching function is more accurately described by a coarser grid. Even
with 31 grid points there are still some intermediate steps in the history which do not
reflect a true on-off solution. The solutions do not seem to be sensitive to what occurs
between t = 0.2 sec and t = 0.5 sec, which is where the control exhibits an oscillatory
behavior about zero. This insensitivity can be seen more clearly in Figure 5.14. Here,
the control error between IP Optimizer and OptimTraj/fmincon rises several orders
in magnitude during the interval previously mentioned. Regardless, the state errors
remain on a similar order as seen in the previous test case and the objective function
is essentially exactly the same for both OptimTraj/fmincon and IP Optimizer.

Figure 5.12: Minimum-Time Cart-Pole State Using Trapezoid Collocation

These results again validate the trapezoid method by demonstrating that the
results match to a high degree those of OptimTraj/fmincon. The trapezoid method
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Figure 5.13: Minimum-Time Cart-Pole Control Using Trapezoid Collocation

Figure 5.14: Minimum-Time Difference Between IP Optimizer and OptimTraj/fmincon Results For Trapezoid Method With 31 Grid Points
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also does well at approximating the true dynamics of the system when compared to
a higher order integration using the control history produced through optimization.
Because of the issues that Hermite-Simpson exhibited, the results in the following
chapter will strictly use the trapezoid method, although both methods are available
as a choice in IP Optimizer.
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Chapter 6
RESULTS

The purpose of this section is to show the capabilities of the IP Optimizer in the context of optimizing low-thrust interplanetary transfers. The first section will compare
results from an Earth-Mercury test case and the second section will compare results
from an Earth-Mars minimum-time test case. Both of these test cases were used to
validate STOpS as well. The third section will compare results from a maximumfinal-mass test case found in literature.

6.1

Satisfying Constraints

This is a test case used by Sheehan in his presentation of the low-thrust implementation of STOpS, which uses metaheurisitcs to guide its search direction [24]. First,
the details of the problem will be described in their entirety. Then, the results from
Rauwolf and Coverstone-Carroll, who solved this problem using a genetic algorithm,
will be presented, which is what STOpS was orginally compared to [23]. The results
from Sheehan and Coverstone-Carroll will then be compared and contrasted with the
results from IP Optimizer.
Beginning with the introduction to the problem, Rauwolf and Coverstone-Carroll
used a two-dimensional approximation of the planets motion about the Sun. The
equations of motion they used are those of Eqs. 1.4. This fixed-time trajectory was
discretized into 20 segment (or 21 grid points) [23]. The initial mass of the spacecraft
was set to 6818.3 kg, the time-of-flight was set to 355 days, and the specific impulse
of the engine was 2000 sec [23]. The initial and final conditions for this problem are
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shown in Table 6.1 in canonical units. The thrust was allowed to vary based on a
solar array power model shown in Eq. 6.1 [23]. Here, P0 refers to a reference power
at 1 AU, which is approximately 55725.705 W, and R is the radial distance of the
spacecraft from the Sun in AU. The thrust at each segment was then determined
according to Eq. 6.2, where P is determined by using Eq. 6.1 [23]. Once the radius
drops below 0.65 AU the power ratio would be set constant at 1.35. Both CoverstoneCarroll and Sheehan restricted their results to an on-off model of the engine where
the max thrust value described in Eq. 6.2 is used or there is a coast period instead
[23] [24]. IP Optimizer is not able to handle this type of discrete decision because
of the discontinuity it creates, so the thrust was allowed to be anywhere between
zero and the max thrust value. The final mass of the spacecraft was not optimized
by Coverstone-Carroll or STOpS but it is optimized by IP Optimizer. The overall
goal of this comparison is to show how IP Optimizer satisfies constraints compared
to STOpS.


1 1.4279 − (0.6139/R) + (0.0038/R2 )
P
= 2
P0
R
1 − 0.2619R + 0.0797R2

(6.1)

T = 2P/g0 Isp

(6.2)

Table 6.1: Initial and Final State Values for STOpS, Coverstone-Carroll,
and IP Optimizer [23] [24]
Radius
Angle (rad) Radial
Tangential
(AU)
Velocity
Velocity
(AU/TU)
(AU/TU)
Desired (Initial)
1.009
0.0
0.014
0.991
Desired (Final)
0.467
13.088
-0.0001
1.297
Rauwolf Coverstone- 0.471
13.094
0.001
1.296
Carroll (Final)
STOpS (Final)
0.467
13.092
-0.067
1.318
IP Optimizer (Final)
0.467
13.088
-0.0001
1.297
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The solutions found by Coverstone-Carroll and STOpS are shown in Figure 6.1
and Figure 6.2 [23] [24]. It is important to note that STOpS did not put the starting
point on the positive x-axis as is done in Coverstone-Carroll and IP Optimizer. This
is accounted for in the angular position in Table 6.1 and the results are still comparable. The final state corresponding to these trajectories are shown in Table 6.1. It
can be seen here that there is error in the ability of both STOpS and CoverstoneCarroll to fully meet the terminal constraints which is consistent with the difficulties
of heuristic approaches. This error is not present in IP Optimizer’s result for this
problem. Although the terminal constraint is met precisely, the trajectory is still
being approximated by the trapezoid method so the actual trajectory, if flown with
the thrust values and angles determined, would also have an error associated with it.
Figure 6.3 shows the trajectory that IP Optimizer found as the solution and Table 6.1
shows its final state. This trajectory is does not have a spline fit to it like the other
two trajectories but the points used for optimization are the same regardless. STOpS
and IP Optimizer naturally found five segments of coasting, although they were not
the same segments. This shows that IP Optimizer cannot have on-off switching set in
the problem statement, but it can naturally find areas that are optimal to coast. As
mentioned before there was no objective value when STOpS and Coverstone-Carroll
solved this problems but when IP Optimizer performed this test the final mass of the
spacecraft was maximized. The result was a final mass of 3678.8 kg with a runtime
of 45 min.

6.2

Minimum Time Transfer

This is another test case used by Sheehan in his presentation of the low-thrust implementation of STOpS. The discussion of this problem will follow the same outline as
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Figure 6.1: Rauwolf and CoverstoneCarroll
Trajectory
for
EarthMercury Transfer [23]

Figure 6.2: STOpS (Rotated) Trajectory for Earth-Mercury Transfer [24]

Figure 6.3: IP Optimizer Trajectory for Earth-Mercury Transfer
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the previous problem. This conversation will be concluded with a discussion of the
advantages and disadvantages of STOpS compared to IP Optimizer.
Again, Rauwolf and Coverstone-Carroll used a two-dimensional approximation
of the planets motion about the Sun. The equations of motion are the same as
the previous problem. Thrusting for this problem is set constant at 3.787 N, which
changes Eq. 1.4e to a constant value and changes the denominator of the thrusting
term in Eq. 1.4c and Eq. 1.4d to be m0 − ṁt [23]. The initial and final conditions are
shown in Eqs. 6.3 in canonical units with the final angular position unconstrained
[23]. These initial and final constraints correspond to a circular approximation for
Earth’s orbit and a circular approximation of Mars’s orbit. The starting mass of the
spacecraft is m0 = 4545.5 kg and the mass flow rate of the propulsion element is set
as ṁ = 6.787 × 10−5

kg
sec

[23]. The objective in this problem is to find the thrust angle

that is associated with the minimum time needed to perform this transfer with the
given parameters [23]. Lastly, the discretization of the trajectory is set as 10 segments
which corresponds with 11 grid points [23].

r0 = 1.0AU,

θ0 = 0.0rad,

rf = 1.524AU,

vr0 = 0.0

vrf = 0.0

AU
,
TU

AU
,
TU

vt0 = 1.0

vtf = 0.81

AU
TU

AU
TU

(6.3a)

(6.3b)

This problem was first introduced by Bryson and Ho, and the exact analytical
solution was found to be 193 days using the indirect method [6]. This trajectory
along with the respective thrust angles is shown in Figure 6.4 [6]. The dynamics
and initial and final constraints are adhered to exactly using the indirect method.
Rauwolf and Coverstone-Carroll solved this same problem using a genetic algorithm
with direct method as the optimization technique [23]. The solution was determined
to be 197 days, and the initial conditions and dynamics were satisfied precisely but
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Figure 6.4: Minimum Time Circular Orbit to Circular Orbit Transfer
From Bryson and Ho [6]

Figure 6.5: Minimum Time Circular Orbit to Circular Orbit Transfer From Rauwolf and CoverstoneCarroll [23]

the final constraint was not fully satisfied, as shown in Eq. 6.4 [23]. This trajectory
can be seen in Figure 6.5 [23].

rf = 1.512AU,

θf = 2.609rad,

vrf = 0.008

AU
,
TU

vtf = 0.802

AU
TU

(6.4)

When the low-thrust version of STOpS ran this test case, two different metaheuristic methods were used, defined by Sheehan as the Segmented Method and the
Costate Method [24].The final time for the Segmented Method was found to be 211.92
days and for the Costate Method it was found to be 204.13 days [24]. For the Segmented Method, the final state was within 1.59 percent of the implemented constraint
[24]. For the Costate Method, the final state was within 0.49 percent of the implemented constraint [24]. Lastly, the Segmented Method took 16.46 minutes to run and
the Costate Method took 6.2 minutes to run [24].
The equality constraints included in this run of IP Optimizer are the initial and final constraints on each state and the collocation equalities from the trapezoid method
at each segment. Because the thrust is fixed in this problem, the only inequality constraint is that the final time is non-negative. The initial guess is a linear interpolation
from the initial state to the final state for each grid point with tangential thrusting
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Figure 6.6: IP Optimizer Minimum
Time Circular Orbit to Circular Orbit Transfer With 11 Grid Points

Figure 6.7: IP Optimizer Minimum
Time Circular Orbit to Circular Orbit Transfer With 21 Grid Points

the entire trajectory. Figure 6.6 shows the resulting trajectory with 11 grid points
and Figure 6.7 shows the resulting trajectory with 21 grid points. It can be seen that
the direction of thrust is almost entirely the same as Bryson and Ho. The direction
of the 6th grid point is not the same but this grid point direction gets closer to that
of Bryson and Ho for the 21 grid point run [6]. For the 11 grid point run, the solution
was found to be 197.10 days and this run took 2.1 minutes to complete. For the 21
grid point run, the solution was found to be 193.31 days and this run took 9.3 minutes
to complete
It has now been shown that IP Optimizer is able to find a significantly better
solution in less time than STOpS. As the resolution of the grid increases, the solutions
seem to approach the exact solution as well. The final constraints are also fulfilled
precisely using IP Optimizer, when STOpS found the final state with around 1 percent
error. Unfortunately, these results from IP Optimizer approximate the dynamics using
trapezoid method, and for this reason the state along the trajectory is less accurate
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than STOpS, which uses the actual state dynamics. Using a higher order collocation
method would help solve this issue.

6.3

Maximize Final Mass Transfer

For demonstrating the ability to minimize thrusting in the low-thrust spacecraft context, another Earth-Mars transfer from literature was selected. Minimizing thrusting
is synonymous with maximizing the final mass of the spacecraft, so this section will
discuss the maximization of the final mass of the spacecraft. The results of this
transfer were compared with Lantoine’s results in A Hybrid Differential Dynamic
Programming Algorithm for Constrained Optimal Control Problems. Part 2: Application [18]. First, the overall problem will be outlined and then Lantoine’s results
will be presented, followed by a presentation of IP Optimizer results.
This problem will be modeled using Cartesian coordinates and three-dimensions,
in contrast to the previous problem. Here, the time of the transfer is set constant at
348.79 days [18]. The initial and final constraints are specified in Eqs. 6.5 [18]. These
are Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) ephemerides from DE405 for Earth on April
10th, 2007 and Mars 348.79 days later [18]. The spacecraft is set to have an initial
mass of 1000 kg [18]. The spacecraft thruster has a maximum thrust of 0.5 N with
a specific impulse of 2000 sec [18]. With these parameters set, the thrust magnitude
and direction are set as the control variables at each grid point in order to maximize
the final mass of the spacecraft. The equations of motion used for this problem are
shown in Eqs. 1.3. Lastly, 41 grid points were used for this optimization problem
[18].
~r0 = [−140699693km − 51614428km 980km],
km
km
km
~v0 = [9.774596
− 28.07828
4.337725 × 10−4
]
s
s
s
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(6.5a)

Figure 6.8: HDDP Maximum-FinalMass Earth-Mars Rendezvous [18]

Figure 6.9: HDDP Maximum-Final
Mass-Thrust Profile [18]

~rf = [−172682023km − 176959469km 7948912km],
~vf = [−16.427384

km
km
km
− 14.860506
9.21486 × 10−2
]
s
s
s

(6.5b)

Lantoine approximated this trajectory by using a series of impulsive burns followed
by Keplarian motion [18]. This problem was run using SNOPT, IPOPT, and Hybrid
Differential Dynamic Programming (HDDP), which all gave the same results [18].
The final mass computed using these methods was 598.66 kg [18]. The trajectory
along with the thrust angle and magnitude can be seen in Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9
[18]. This run took 69 sec to complete [18].
When this was run with IP Optimizer, the equality contraints used were the initial
and final constraints and the trapezoid collocation constraints for each interval. The
inequality constraints used were a bound for the final mass to be a positive value
as well as a bound on the thrust to be a non-negative value less than the maximum
allowable thrust of 0.5 N. The trapezoid method was used and the initial guess was
created by integrating the two-body equations of motion, starting at the initial point
for 348.79 days. The initial guess of the mass was constant at its initial value and
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Figure
6.10:
IP
Optimizer
Maximum-Final-Mass
Earth-Mars
Rendezvous (Canonical)

Figure
6.11:
IP
Optimizer
Maximum-Final-Mass Thrust Profile

the control was set at maximum inplane, tangential thrust. With these parameters
set IP Optimizer took 13.51 hrs to run and ended with a final mass solution of 532.40
kg. Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11 show the respective trajectory and the thrust history
from IP Optimizer.
The result found is about 10 percent lower final mass than the result found in
Lantoine’s work by HDDP. This could be because of two reasons. First, the IP
Optimizer could have found a local maximum which is not the global maximum that
HDDP found. Second, the instantaneous burn followed by Keplarian arcs assumption
made by Lantoine may be giving an overestimate of a possible final mass that does not
necessarily exist when the burns are continuously applied along the trajectory. The
solution to the first possible cause would be attempting a variety of initial guess, but
this is not practical at this time with IP Optimizer because of the extensive runtimes
for fine grids. The initial guess process for the state and control is already ad hoc
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and performing this enough times to adequately cover the search space is unrealistic
with the current speed of IP Optimizer. This problem was tested with coarser grids
and the results of those runs are shown in Table 6.2. This shows that the coarser
grids approximated the results from HDDP better than the finer grids. As the grids
become more fine, the dimension of the search space increases dramatically which can
cause more local maximum to appear. This may be the cause of the lower final mass
found by IP Optimizer.
Table 6.2: Maximum Final Mass Objective Value and Run Time For EarthMars Transfer
Maximum Final Mass - Trapezoid Method
11 Grid Points
21 Grid Points
41 Grid Points
Final Mass (kg) 595.15
581.89
532.40
Runtime (hr)
0.20
2.32
13.51

Despite IP Optimizer not finding the same final mass solution as HDDP, the
thrust history does have the same overall structure and direction, with a few minor
differences. Also, IP Optimizer did end successfully, which means a maximum was
obtained to within the exit criteria of 10−8 . The search space may be very flat in the
region of the solution that HDDP found which may mean that the exit criteria needs
to be lowered to find the solution that HDDP found, but this would only further
increase the runtime to impractical durations.
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Chapter 7
SOFTWARE

This chapter discusses the manner in which IP Optimizer is found and installed, the
imports required to run IP Optimizer, and the overall structure of the files within
IP Optimizer. Lastly, this chapter specifies the inputs that are required from users if
they wish to build their own problem formulation.

7.1

Installation of IP Optimizer

This version of IP Optimizer is on a private repository on GitHub. To request access,
please contact the author, Jordan Frederiksen, or the thesis committee chair, Dr.
Kira Abercromby. Once the IP Optimizer package has been obtained, the user must
confirm that Python3 and any supporting code editor is also installed. This work was
created using PyCharm Community Edition 2020.3, but any code editor can be used
to run and edit IP Optimizer as long as it supports Python3.

7.1.1

Required Libraries

One of the explicit goals of this work was to create a program that is self-contained and
uses an internal optimization routine. Although this work is successful in achieving
this goal, four external packages must be imported in order to do basic math, array
manipulation, code timing, plotting, and integration. These libraries are shown below
along with the specific methods from each that are used in this work. Once the user
has installed these four libraries, IP Optimizer will be able to be run.
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1. numpy: array, append, cos, sin, empty, copy, ravel, sqrt, linspace, pi, finfo,
float64, concatenate, zeros, vectorize, eye, sum, dot, inf, abs, block, diag, ones,
linalg.eigh, min, max, all, any, matmul, linalg.lstsq, linalg.norm, linalg.pinv,
linalg.inv, random.randn
2. time: time
3. matplotlib: pyplot.subplots, pyplot.show, pyplot.arrow, pyplot.legend, pyplot.grid, pyplot.annotate, pyplot.title
4. scipy: integrate.odeint

7.2

IP Optimizer Structure

This section will describe the purpose of each of the nine files in IP Optimizer.
The file that is used as an entry point for IP Optimizer is main.py. This file is
located within the \src directory. This is where the classes that represent different
optimization problem formulations are instantiated and optimized. If a new class that
uses a different problem formulation is created it must be instantiated in main.py for
it to be run.
All of the following files reside within the \src\trajectory optimization directory.
There are two files that define classes that are problem formulations for optimization. These two files represent two fundamentally different problems. The first is
cart pole.py, which has a class that can be instantiated with specifics in regard to the
Cart-Pole problem that was used to validate the collocation capabilities of IP Optimizer. The second is low thrust spacecraft.py, which has multiple classes that can be
instantiated with specifics in regard to multiple problem formulations of spacecraft
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trajectory optimization. One of these classes is used as an example in Appendix G
to walk through the important aspects of creating a new problem formulation.
The two main aspects of IP Optimizer are the interior point method and the
collocation methods used to discretize a dynamical system. These two capabilities
can be found in optimize.py and discretize.py, respectively. The former contains
the entire interior point procedure and it is called by the problem formulation files
discussed previously. The latter contains the two collocation methods, trapezoid and
Hermite Simpson, that are used by the equatlity constraint methods in the problem
formulation files discussed previously.
The next two files contain methods or variables that are used repetitively throughout IP Optimizer. These files are math utilities.py and constants.py. These files are
areas where parameters or methods can be defined once and then be called from
multiple different other locations or files.
Lastly, test ip optimizer.py is where the test cases that validate the capabilities
of the interior point method are located. There are multiple tests in this file that are
all independent from collocation. These tests might not necessarily pass every time
because of the stochastic nature of the sampling of the initial guesses.

7.3

User Inputs

The preset problem formulation classes that consist of the test problems discussed in
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 do not require any user input to be run. This is because
the default parameters for each of the test problems have already been set. These
parameters can be changed if the user wishes to run a slightly different problem that
uses the same dynamics, objective function, and constraints as the preset problem
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formulation classes. If users desire to change the dynamics, objective function, or
constraints, they must create a new class of problem formulation, where the dynamics,
objective function, and constraints are defined. Once these have been defined, the
only inputs that are required by the user are the initial guess of the state and control
at each grid point. All the other parameters that are used within the interior point
method either have predefined defaults or they are derived from this initial guess
specification. Therefore, it is not the responsibility of the user to input an initial
guess of the Lagrange multipliers or slack variables, for instance. In summary, once
the new class of problem formulation is defined, the only responsibility of the user is
to input a reasonable initial guess of the state and control at each grid point.
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Chapter 8
CONCLUSION

An interior point optimization routine, IP Optimizer, was developed and implemented
in a completely open-source software package written in Python. The goal of this
software was to model optimum low-thrust interplanetary transfers using nonlinear
programming. This is in contrast to the software STOpS, which uses an island model
paradigm with metaheuristics in order to find a maximum or minimum. IP Optimizer
allows for users to select their own objective function or choose between the two
built-in options of minimizing time and maximizing final mass. The framework exists
to choose between a two-dimensional simplification of an interplanetary transfer or
a three-dimensional, more realistic interplanetary transfer. For the simplified case,
users can choose between polar or Cartesian coordinate systems to model their specific
problem. The overall goal of producing this software was to give a faster, more
accurate alternative to the low-thrust version of STOpS currently available. Although
software already exists that completes this same task, IP Optimizer is unique in that
it is completely open-source and it is an all-in-one package. This means that it is
able define a problem, format this problem in a manner ingestible to an optimization
algorithm, and then find the desired optimum.
An interior point method was built based off Nocedal and Wright [17]. This
routine used the KKT system to solve for a search direction, that when iteratively
solved, minimizes some objective function while adhering to both equality and inequality constraints. Collocation is used to approximate the system dynamics in
the form of equality constraints at each discretized point in the trajectory. The
inequality constraints are dealt with by augmenting the Lagrangian with a barrier
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parameter term and the inequality constraints with slack variables. Solving the KKT
system occasionally requires regularization to be performed to correct the inertia or
ill-conditioned matrix. Once the linear system is solved, a line search is performed on
the search direction to determine the appropriate step length along the search direction that should be taken to reduce infeasibility and descend towards the minimum.
This framework can be used by a wide variety of optimization problems that don’t
have discontinuities.
Once the methods used throughout this work had been discussed in depth, validation was performed. This process consisted of testing various aspects of IP Optimizer
to make sure that what was produced satisfied the goals previously stated. This began with ensuring that the basic functionality of recognizing the objective function,
equality constraints, and inequality constraints existed. Once this was confirmed,
the size of the problem was increased and dynamics were introduced with the use of
collocation constraints. This was done in the form of the Cart-Pole test cases and
the results were then validated against Mathew Kelly’s OptimTraj in tandem with
MATLAB’s fmincon. This completed the testing of IP Optimizer. Lastly, low-thrust
spacecraft dynamics were introduced and three problems were run to produce results
for a constraint satisfaction transfer, a minimum-time transfer, and a maximum-finalmass transfer. For the constraint satisfaction problem, IP Optimizer was able to find
a solution that exactly satisfied the desired terminal constraints whereas STOpS had
an error of 2.29 percent. In this case, IP Optimizer had a reduced runtime of 15 percent compared to STOpS as well. When minimizing time for a spacecraft transfer, IP
Optimizer improved upon the solution found by STOpS by 5.3 percent. The speed of
convergence for IP Optimizer was almost twice as fast as STOpS for this case. These
results show that IP Optimizer is faster than STOpS at converging on a solution and
the solution it converges to has a better objective value and more accurately satisfies the terminal constraints than STOpS. Lastly, the maximum-final-mass problem
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resulted in an objective value that was only 0.5 percent lower than the value found
in literature.

8.1

Future Work

The most pressing area for future work is in making IP Optimizer more efficient.
This would consist of not calculating Hessian and Jacobian indices that are known to
be zero. The equality constraints produced from collocation often results in sparse
matrices because a single grid point constraint typically only relies on variables from
the grid points surrounding it and not those farther away. Currently, every index of
the Jacobian and Hessian are calculated, which is unnessesary for sparse matrices.
Another solution to making IP Optimizer more efficient would be inverting the linear
system in a more efficient manner. Currently, np.linalg.inv() is used to invert a very
large sparse matrix. There are more efficient ways to invert large sparce matrices,
such as factoring in specific ways, for example. Although there are many ways in
which IP Optimizer could be made to run faster, these two suggestions will most
likely result in the largest reduction in runtime.
Once efficiency is improved, it is recommended that higher-order collocation methods are added. Normally, higher-order methods include many more function evaluations which will drastically slow down the speed of IP Optimizer, which is why this
is recommended only after IP Optimizer’s speed is improved. Once high-order collocation methods are introduced, the approximation of the system dynamics will be
much more accurate and the errors seen with methods like the trapezoid method will
be significantly reduced. Higher-order collocation methods could then be used with
coarser grids to greatly improve the accuracy of coarse grids.
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Currently, the discretization process is constrained to equally spaced grids. Implementing a method that adjusts the grid spacing to better capture more dynamic
behavior in some regions of the trajectory would much more accurately model the
system dynamics. This is referred to commonly as adaptive mesh refinement.
Perturbations could be added to the spacecraft dynamics. This addition would
better model the actual environemnt spacecraft traverse in. The disturbances caused
by solar radiation pressure are not trivial over the large transfers that are typically
flown and would be benificial to include. The addition of perturbations caused by
other planets would also be a significant improvement. Incorporating these dynamics
would allow IP Optimizer to find optimal gravity assists. If different dynamics are
used at different parts of a trajectory, multiple stages must be incorporated. Currently, all of the results from this work have been done with a single stage. Interfacing
the different dynamics of different stages must be examined if spheres of influence are
to be considered.
Lastly, combining the capabilities of STOpS and IP Optimizer would be incredibly
beneficial at alleviating the difficulty of determining an appropriate initial guess for
IP Optimizer. STOpS, which is much better at finding a global optimum, could be
run first. IP Optimizer would then use the result found by STOpS as the initial guess
in its more directed search. This process would take advantage of the unique benefits
of both pieces of software. Optimization software that do something similar to this
are often described as hybrids.
Although there are a plethora of other improvements that could be made to IP
Optimizer, those suggested here would be the most productive in the near term.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A
RSW CONTROL REPRESENTATION

Nonlinear programming relies on the state and control being continuous and differentiable. When representing the control as Cartesian elements, a discontinuity appears
when there are coasting arcs. This is because partial derivatives of the dynamics
with respect to each Cartesian element of the control has a zero in the denominator.
This is seen in Eq. 1.3g where T is the norm of the thrust vector. Substituting the
norm for T yields Eq. A.1. The issue is then made apparent when taking the partial
derivative of Eq. A.1 with respect to one of the thrust vector components, as shown
in Eq. A.2. Coasting arcs of the trajectory make the denominator of Eq. A.2 equal to
zero. This can be avoided by representing the thrust in spherical coordinates rather
than Cartesian [1]. The control variables in this case would be thrust magnitude
T , yaw angle α, and pitch angle β rather than Tx , Ty , and Tz . The yaw angle is
measured from the transverse direction clockwise about the angular momentum vector and the pitch angle is measured from the orbit plane clockwise about the radial
direction. The thrust magnitude, yaw angle, and pitch angle are then used to project
the thrust vector onto the radial-transverse-normal frame (RSW), which rotates with
the spacecraft’s orbital motion and is defined by the rotation matrix in Eq. A.3 [1].
The projection of the thrust vector onto each of the RSW axes yields the components
in Eq. A.4 [1]. The RSW components multiplied by the rotation matrix from RSW
to Cartesian is shown in Eq. A.5 [1]. Now the control variables, thrust magnitude,
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yaw angle, and pitch angle no longer produce a singularity when the partial derivatives
of the state dynamics are taken with respect to the control variables.

h
~rˆ

~sˆ

p 2
Tx + Ty2 + Tz2
ṁ = −
g0 Isp

(A.1)
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Appendix B
CANONICAL UNITS

Interplanetary trajectory optimization relies on the description of the spacecraft’s
position and velocity, typically relative to the Sun. For example, a spacecraft at Earth,
assuming a circular orbit about the Sun, has a rough position of 1.496 × 108 km and
speed of 29.784

km
s

[7]. The magnitudes of these two values are very different, which

can cause the issue of ill-conditioned or singular matrices. One way of combatting
this issue for spacecraft trajectory optimization is using canonical units [2]. These
units describe the state of the spacecraft with values that are on the same order of
magnitude. The following will describe the canonical time unit TU, distance unit
AU, and mass unit MU.
The two pieces of information needed to declare a time unit and distance unit
are the reference body’s gravitational parameter µ and a reference distance from that
reference body [2]. The case that this work will focus on is when the Sun is the reference body and the average distance between the Sun and the Earth is the reference
distance. For canonical unit systems, the gravitational parameter represented with
canonical units is set to µ = 1 [2]. The distance unit and its associated units are
shown in Eq. B.1 [2]. The time unit can then be determined using the distance unit
and the fact that µ = 1 in the canonical unit system, shown in Eq. B.2 [2]. With
this new definition of units, the previously discussed example changes so that the
spacecraft now has a position of 1 AU and a speed of 1 TU, which are now the same
order of magnitude, as intended.

1AU = 1.496 × 108 km
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(B.1)

µSun = 1.327 × 1011

km3
AU 3
=
1
s2
T U2

1T U = 5.022 × 106 s

(B.2)

The last unit that must be specified is the mass unit MU. This unit will vary
based on the problem definition but will always be defined as the initial spacecraft
mass m0 , shown in Eq. B.3.
1M U = m0

(B.3)

Now that the three fundamental units of distance, time, and mass have been
specified using canonical units, we can convert force, accelerations, specific impulses,
and velocities into their canonical representations. Directly following the problem
formulation in SI units, these values are all converted into their canonical form and
these values are what are then used in the interior point method. Upon completion of
the optimization, these values can then be converted back to SI units for interpretation
of the results in the context of the physical world.
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Appendix C
STOPS METAHEURISTICS

This section serves as an brief introduction to the various heuristics that are used
in STOpS and how these heuristics are used in STOpS’s island model. A complete
description of these methods can be found in Fitzgerald [9]
Genetic algorithms copy the biological optimization, or survival of the fittest,
that is the foundation of Charles Darwin’s work. These algorithms begin with a set
of random solutions that is referred to as a population [9]. Next, the selection method
is chosen to simulate mating in order to create a new group of solutions known as
the next generation. This is then repeated until some criteria is met or until the
maximum number of allowable iterations is met. These algorithms can be split into
two groups, binary and continuous, based off what type of variables are used to
solve the problem [9]. Some common selection methods are random selection, natural
selection, thresholding, and roulette selection. In mating it is possible for offspring
to inherit an identical trait to one of its parents as well as a trait that is a mixture of
its parents [9]. Lastly, mutations are introduced in order to randomly introduce new
areas of the search space, in case a solution has converged prematurely.
Differential evolution is like the genetic algorithm previously discussed. Both of
these methods generate a random initial population from which certain members
are chosen to produce offspring. The difference lies with how member selection and
mutation is carried out [9]. Mutation in differential evolution is performed using
Eq. C.1 where Vi is the mutant vector, all the x are current population members,
and F is a scaling factor [9]. The subscripts identify the base vector xr0 and the
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members that create the difference vector xr1 and xr2 . Selection of these vectors is
always performed randomly to obtain overall trends from the whole search space.
Members of the next population survive if they or the best based off the objective
function or a tournament selection could also be be used. In tournament selection,
vectors are paired with several other vectors for comparison rather than the whole
new population.
V~i = ~xr0 + F (~xr1 − ~xr2 )

(C.1)

Next, particle swarm optimization is analogous to the ways in which bees move and
find areas with flowers through communicating with each other. Upon the starting of
the algorithm, the population, or particles in this case, start with a random position
and velocity, within some bounds [9]. The particles path is altered by three pieces
of information which are the particle’s current velocity, the knowledge of the best
solution, and the knowledge of the best solution that an informant particle is aware of
[9]. The user can then define confidence values for each of these pieces of information
that act as weights. The number of informants allowed to communicate with the
particle of interest is also chosen as to preclude premature convergence while also
avoiding a return to randomly searching the space.
Lastly, ant colony optimization is similar to particle swarm optimization in that
members communicate with each other through an analogy to a biological mechanism. The overall concept of this process is that the algorithm mimics how ants use
stigmergy to indirectly inform others of whether their choices have been beneficial
using a chemical called pheromone [9]. This pheromone has a lifetime to inform other
ants’ decisions and can build up with more traffic or fade away with passing iterations
[9].
Now that a brief review of the various heuristics used for optimization in STOpS
has been performed, it is now possible to discuss how the island model uses each of
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these heuristics. Each method constitutes an island and the layout of these islands is
referred to as the topology. This is the most influential aspect of the island model.
The topology is usually problem dependent, but having more islands is usually assumed to have a better chance of finding the best solution [9]. Migration in the
island model context is how solutions move between islands and can be synchronous
or asynchronous. Synchronous means that all migrations occur simultaneously and
asynchronous means that each island does not need to wait for other islands to finish their computations before sharing results [9]. Island’s selection policy determines
which solution, and the quantity of solutions that will be share with the connected
islands. This policy can be random, weighted to favor some over others, or based on
natural selection [9]. Lastly, regardless of whether a solution is shared, another factor
that determines whether the solution is accepted is the target island’s replacement
policy [9]. These policies are like selection policies but based off the target island
instead of the contributing island. The sharing of solutions with the island model
ensures that if one island is out performing others for a given problem, this strength
is valued and shared with other models to increase the likelihood that the optimal
solution is found in the most efficient manner.
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Appendix D
FORWARD AND BACKWARD EULER COLLOCATION METHODS

The forward Euler method approximates the state at tk+1 by adding the change in
state specified by the dynamics, evaluated at tk , to the state at tk [13]. The difference
between the current state at tk+1 and the approximation produced by the forward
~ This process is illustrated in Eq. D.1
Euler method is then defined as the defect ∆.
~ to zero produces N − 1 equality constraints
[13]. As mentioned previously, setting ∆
for each of the state variables. This ensures that the optimization routine adheres
to the system dynamics to within the accuracy specified by the method. In this
instance, the Forward Euler Method is accurate to O(h), where h is the step size
from Eq. 2.2 [13]. Here, it is important to point out the distinction between implicit
and explicit methods. Explicit methods only depend on information from the current
and previous steps (k, k − 1, k − 2, etc.). This is contrary to implicit methods
which can use information from any step [13]. The most basic example of this is
the difference between the forward Euler method and the backward Euler method,
shown in Eq. D.2. Explicit methods generally have a smaller region of absolute
stability than implicit methods. For this reason implicit methods are favored, but
with a larger region of stability comes longer computation times because a system of
algebraic equations has to be solved at every step if the future state variables are not
known beforehand. A convenient way of representing these integration methods in a
compact form are Butcher tableaus [5].

~ k = ~xk+1 − ~xk − hf~k
∆

(D.1)

~ k = ~xk+1 − ~xk − hf~k+1
∆

(D.2)
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The general form for a Butcher tableau is shown in Eq. D.3, where s is the
number of stages or steps [5]. For explicit integration, the Butcher tableau is lower
triangular for the aij components whereas explicit integration is not lower triangular
[5]. The Butcher tableaus for backward and forward Euler methods are shown in Eq.
D.4 and Eq. D.5, respectively [5]. Because of these methods’ simplicity, the Butcher
tableaus are small and concise. The advantages of representing the coefficients this
way becomes apparent in the more complex methods.

~ k = ~xk+1 − ~xk − h
∆

s
X

bi~ki

(D.3a)
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Appendix E
NEWTON’S METHOD

First, a simple example of Newton’s method will be discussed to show how nonlinear equations can be linearized to obtain a root or solution x∗ such that c(x∗ ) = 0
[5]. Here, c(x) = 0 can be a single constraint as shown in Eq. 4.1b with a single
parameter x. The Taylor series expansion of c(x̄) will be used with second-order and
higher terms truncated, as shown in Eq. E.1 [5]. The current guess of the solution
is represented as x and the new guess of the solution is represented as x̄. By setting
c(x̄) = 0, x̄ can then be solved for as shown in Eq. E.2. This only arrives at the
correct solution x∗ if c(x) is a linear equation. If it is nonlinear, muliple iterations
must be performed [5].
c(x̄) = c(x) + c0 (x)(x̄ − x)
x̄ = x −

c(x)
c0 (x)

(E.1)
(E.2)

The search direction can be defined as p and is said to be the difference between
the new guess and the old guess as shown in Eq. E.3 [5]. By superscripting each
iteration, a process has been defined that will find a solution to a nonlinear equation
to within some predefined tolerance. This iterative process is defined in Eq. E.4 and
is unique to finding roots of a function [5].
c(x)
c0 (x)

(E.3)

c(xk )
=x − 0 k
c (x )

(E.4)

p = x̄ − x = −

x

k+1

k
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A similar process could be done for finding the roots of the derivative of a function.
Instead of c(x) = 0, f 0 (x) = 0, which corresponds to a minimum or a maximum of
f (x), is used. Again, a Taylor series approximation is formed for f (x) but instead
of truncating the second-order term, this term is retained as is shwon in Eq. E.5
[5]. This extra term is retained because a quadratic model has a finite maximum or
minimum whereas a linear model does not. Taking the derivative of both sides of
Eq. E.5 with respect to x̄ and setting equal to zero yields Eq. E.6, which can be
rearranged to give an expression for the new guess x̄ in terms of the old guess x and
functions of x as shown in Eq. E.7 [5]. Comparing Eq. E.2 to Eq. E.7 it is apparent
that a quadratic model of the objective function f (x) produces a linear model for
the slope f 0 (x). Iterating on Eq. E.7 as is done in Eq. E.4 results in a process for
finding a maximum or minimum of f (x) [5]. By constraining the second deriviative of
the objective function f 00 (x) to be strictly positive a strong local minimum is ensured
rather than a maximum or a weak local minimum. With these two process defined the
constraints can be fulfilled and the objective function can be optimized, but not at
the same time. Applying this method to the Lagrangian will ensure that the objective
function is minimized and the constraints are fulfilled.
1
f (x̄) = f (x) + f 0 (x)(x̄ − x) + (x̄ − x)f 00 (x)(x̄ − x)
2

(E.5)

df (x̄)
= f 0 (x) + f 00 (x)(x̄ − x) = 0
dx̄

(E.6)

x̄ = x −

f 0 (x)
f 00 (x)
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(E.7)

Appendix F
REGULARIZATION

This section decribes the process of implementing regularization. There are two
primary objectives with this modification. The first is to modify ∇2xx L so that it is
ensured to be positive definite. This is achieved by adding a sufficiently large δ to each
of the diagonal entries of ∇2xx L [22]. The second objective is to ensure that the entire
matrix has full rank, which is synonymous with being invertible. A matrix with full
rank is a matrix whose vector space is spanned by either its columns or rows. This is
the same as stating that each row is linearly independent or each column is linearly
independent. The rows will be examined in this case. With the previous modification
to the first row of A, the only other row that is at risk of being linearly dependent is
the third row [22]. To guard against singularity of A by a rank deficiency of AE (~x), a
sufficiently large regularization parameter γ is subtracted from each of the diagonal
entries of the block matrix of the third row and third column of A [22].


∇2 L
 xx

+ δI
0


0
−S −1 Z



0
 AE (~x)

AI (~x)
−I

A|E (~x)
0
−γI
0



A|I (~x)


−I 



0 

0

(F.1)

For δ, the value is not known beforehand, so a process for determining this value
must be implemented. The process used for determining both δ and γ has been shown
to work throughout literature, but because the process is just a set of heursitics it
does not necessarily provide adequate safeguards [22]. For instance, δ can grow to
the point where it causes overflow in the computer memory and no longer causes the
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intended effect. This can happen when the guess used for the initial decision variables
is deemed too far from the solution, causing extremely large values for the gradient
of the Lagrangian with respect to the decision variables. With large values of δ, the
second derivative information contained in ∇2xx L gets erased, causing the next step to
be similar to the steepest descent [22]. This is counter productive when the gradient
of the Lagrangian with respect to the decision variables is also very large, caused by
an inadequate initial guess.
Starting with γ, the algorithm for determining this value is brief. Initially, γ is set
as zero and the eigenvalues of A are determined [22]. A change to γ is only applied
if A is determined to be ill-conditioned. This means that a small change in the
inputs results in an extremely large change in the outputs. As mentioned previously,
the condition number is the ratio of the smallest magnitude eigenvalue and largest
magnitude eigenvalue and this value determines if A is ill-conditioned or not. If the
condition number is less then  and there are equality constraints then the value of
γ is shown in Eq. F.2 [22]. Without the presence of equality constraints the entire
third block row of A would not exist and therefore there would be no need to ensure
it is full rank. Literature recommends using the values found empirically of η = 1.0−4
and β = 0.4, and these values will be shown to work for this work’s application as
well [22].
γ = 10−8 ηµβ

(F.2)

In contrast to the algorithm for determining γ, the algorithm for determining δ
is more involved. Previous to the first iteration of evaluating the KKT system, δ is
set to zero. Any modifications to δ are retained for future iterations of solving the
KKT system. Upon observing the eigenvalues of A, if the inertia is incorrect a loop is
entered where δ is successively increased until the inertia is correct [22]. Aside from
the first time regularization is required, where δ is already zero, all other iterations
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require that the previous δ is first reduced by half from its current value. If this
modification does not produce the desired inertia then delta is increased by a factor
of 10 and the inertia is checked again [22]. This process of increasing δ’s magnitude is
repeated until the correct inertia is met. This terminates the regularization procedure
and the A matrix is now suitable for inversion [22]. The final value of δ after a
successful pass through the algorithm is kept for the next iteration of trying to solve
the KKT system. Again, the process described here is based off heuristics that have
been proven in literature to produce invertible matrices, but they can run into issues
if δ becomes too large [22].
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Appendix G
IP OPTIMIZER USER GUIDE

This section gives an overview of the current capabilities of IP Optimizer and serves
as an extension of Chapter 7. This includes outlining the process of running a built-in
problem formulation and changing the various parameters of each built-in problem
formulation. Lastly, a brief descrtiption is given that describes how to add a new
collocation method.

G.1

Running IP Optimizer

This section will look at the process of optimizing a minimum-time transfer between
two circular orbits. Beginning at the highest level, the code below shows how to run
the preset mission that comes from Rauwolf and Coverstone-Carroll’s ”Near-Optimal
Low-Thrust Orbit Transfers Generated by a Genetic Algorithm”.
1

from src . t r a j e c t o r y _ o p t i m i z a t i o n . l o w _ t h r u s t _ s p a c e c r a f t import *

2
3

def main () :

4
5

M i n i m u m T i m e C i r c u l a r T r a n s f e r P o l a r 2 D () . optimize ()

6
7
8

if __name__ == ’ __main__ ’:
main ()

Running this solves the very specific problem that is based in a two-dimensional,
polar coordinate system. In this problem formulation, the spacecraft must travel
from a ciruclar orbit defined by an initial radius to a circular orbit defined by a final
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radius. By using the code above, the parameters from the preset mission are used, but
any of these parameters can be changed to optimize a different problem that follows
the same general structure as the preset mission. These parameters for this problem
formulation are shown in the code below. The parameters that are intended to be
different than the default must then be included in the instantiation of the problem
class in the code shown above.
1

class M i n i m u m T i m e C i r c u l a r T r a n s f e r P o l a r 2 D :

2
3

def __init__ ( self , r0 =1.0 , rf =1.524 , guess = " linear_interp " ,

4

tf =4.0 , thrust =3.787 , mass0 =4545.5 , mdot =6.787 E -5 ,

5

mu =1.0 , ngrid =21 , method = " trapezoid " , verbosity =3) :

Each problem formulation class contains between four and six methods, depending
on the presence of equality and inequality constraints. Each of these methods will now
be shown for this sample problem. The specifics will change based on the problem
formulation but the overall structure will be the same. The first method specificies the
dynamics of the problem, which can be seen in the code below for two-dimensional,
polar motion of a thrusting spaceraft under the influence of a single gravitating body.
1

def dynamics ( self , z , t ) :

2
3

r = z [0]

4

u = z [2]

5

v = z [3]

6

phi = z [4]

7
8

dr = u

9

dtheta = v / r

10
11
12

du = v ** 2 / r - self . mu / r ** 2 + self . thrust * np . sin ( phi ) /
( self . mass0 - self . mdot * t )
dv = -u * v / r + self . thrust * np . cos ( phi ) / ( self . mass0 -
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13

self . mdot * t )

14
15

return np . array ([ dr , dtheta , du , dv ])

This function takes in the state and control at a given time and outputs the
rate of change for each of the inputted state variables. This function is called when
collocation is performed in the construction of the path equality constraints. After
the dynamics are specified, the objective function must be declared. For the problem
of minimizing time, the objective function is shown below. For problems where the
final time is variabe, this parameter is included in the set of decision variables that
normally only contain the state and control at each grid point. Here, the final time is
appended to the decision variable array z and therefore it is called by using the index
of the last position in the array.
1

def cost ( self , z ) :

2
3

return z [ -1]

When a dynamical system is being optimized, equality constraints must be present
because that is how collocation is performed. The equality constraints for this problem
can be seen in the code shown below. First, the decision variables for that specific
iteration of the interior point method are divided into the final time and the state and
control at each grid point Then, the initial state is compared with the initial constraint
to get the defects. Collocation is then performed to produce an equality constraint
for each segment using some approximation of the dynamics. Lastly, the final state
is compared with the terminal constraints to compute the associated defects. It can
be seen here that the final angular position is left to be free for this problem. For all
of the equality constraints the goal is to drive the defect to zero.
1

def ce ( self , z ) :
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2
3

self . dt = z [ -1] / self . ninterval

4

z = z [: -1]. reshape ( self . ngrid , self . ndecision )

5
6

defect0 = z [0][: self . nstate ] - self . x0

7
8

defects = np . append ( defect0 , self . collocation (z , self . dt ) )

9
10

defects = np . append ( defects , z [ -1][0] - self . rf )

11

defects = np . append ( defects , z [ -1][2] - 0.0)

12

defects = np . append ( defects , z [ -1][3] - self . vtf )

13
14

return defects

Next, the inequality constraints for this problem are specified. Because the thrust
is fixed in magnitude, the only bound that must be placed on any of the decision
variables is that the final time must be positive. This is done as shown below. The
inequality constraints are formatted in a way such that if a ≥ is put at the end of
line three, followed by a zero, this would deliver the desired results. Other problem
formulations usually have other bounds associated with them, but in this case there
is only one lower bound imposed.
1

def ci ( self , z ) :

2
3

return np . array ([ z [ -1] - 0.01])

The method that calls the interiro point method is shown in the code below. The
time it takes to find a soltuion is usually useful information, which is why the interior
point method is timed. After the solution is found, the results are then displayed and
returned to the main.py file. This method is where the bulk of the work presented
in this thesis is performed and therefore it will not be shwon in depth for this user’s
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guide, although the parameters used by the interior point method will be shown in a
future section.
1

def optimize ( self ) :

2
3

run_time0 = time . time ()

4
5

zf , fval = self . ipm . solve ()

6
7

self . disp_results ( zf , fval , time . time () - run_time0 )

8
9

return zf , fval

The last method included in every problem formulation class is the method that
displays the outputs in a text and/or graphic form. This is usually a different process
depending on the problem formulation which is why each class must have its own
method to do this. This is done using simple plotting and printing statements which is
not relevant to the topics discussed in this work which is why the code that implements
this will not be shown here.
An interior point instance is created in the constructor for the specific problem
formulation using the line of code shown below. Here, the initial guess, objective
function, equality and inequality constraints, and the level of desired output is specified. The objective function and the constraints are those methods mentioned earlier
in this section.
1
2

self . ipm = IPOptimizer ( x0 = self . guess , cost = self . cost , ce =[ self . ce ] ,
ci =[ self . ci ] , verbosity = verbosity )

The interior point method’s default parameters are shown in the code below. Here,
the initial guess, objective funciton, constraints, and verbosity are changed from their
default value. This is usually done for each problem formulation. Most of the other
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parameters are those specified in Table 4.1 or flags for whether or not analytical
derivatives are being provided. Any of the values can be changed by including their
new value in the instantiation shown above.
1

class IPOptimizer :

2

def __init__ ( self , x0 = None , cost = None , dcost_analytic = None ,

3
4

d2cost_analytic = None , ce = None , dce_analytic = None ,

5

d2ce_analytic = None , ci = None , dci_analytic = None ,

6

d2ci_analytic = None , lda0 = None , s0 = None , h =1.0 E -8 ,

7

mu =0.2 , nu =10.0 , rho =0.1 , tau =0.995 , eta =1.0 E -4 ,

8

beta =0.4 , miter =5 , niter =1000 , ktol =1.0 E -8 ,

9

verbosity =1 , complex_finite = True ) :

This concludes the basic structure that is required for each problem formulation.
If one of the presets does not cover an application that is desired by the user, he or
she can make a new class by following this general structure and the problem will run
successfully.

G.2

Adding A New Collocation Method

Only two collocation methods were used in this work. There are other methods
available throughout literature that can deliver higher accuracy than that of the
trapezoid or Hermite-Simpson methods. The user may want to include his or her
own collocation methods. This can be done by adding a class that inputs decision
variables and a time step and outputs a vector of defects for each pair of grid points
or segments. The class used for collocation is shown in the code below along with
how the trapezoid and Hermite-Simpson methods both use the system dynamics.
1

class Collocation :

2
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3

def __init__ ( self , nstate , ngrid , dynamics ) :

4

self . nstate = nstate

5

self . ngrid = ngrid

6

self . dynamics = dynamics

7
8

def trapezoid ( self , z , dt ) :

9
10

t = 0

11

x = z . T [: self . nstate ]. T

12

f = np . copy ( x )

13

for i in range ( self . ngrid ) :

14

f [ i ] = self . dynamics ( z [ i ] , t )

15

t += dt

16

defects = x [1:] - x [: -1] - dt * ( f [: -1] + f [1:]) / 2.0

17
18

return np . ravel ( defects )

19
20

def hermite_simpson ( self , z , dt ) :

21
22

t = 0

23

x = z . T [: self . nstate ]. T

24

f = np . copy ( x )

25

for i in range ( self . ngrid ) :

26

f [ i ] = self . dynamics ( z [ i ] , t )

27

t += dt

28
29
30
31

defects_midpoint = x [1: -1:2] - ( x [2::2] + x [: -2:2]) / 2.0 dt * ( f [: -2:2] - f [2::2]) / 8.0
defects_interval = x [2::2] - x [: -2:2] - dt * ( f [2::2] +
4.0 * f [1: -1:2] + f [: -2:2]) / 6.0

32
33

return np . ravel ([ defects_midpoint , defects_interval ])
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